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PRESS Cuttings

WEEK.

THE “Call,” the “Herald,”
and other journals
are
never weary of crying for a new Government. This
Government must certainly go, a new one must take
its price and then all shall be better than well. But
before venturing to give our contemporaries
a lesson
in the elements of politics, let us see what instruction
they have for us.
The “Herald,” it may be remembered
was only
a week
or
two ago calling
for a
Henderson-Asquith-Lansdowne
Government.
To--day
however, Lansdowne and Asquith appear to be out of
it; and the cry is now for Henderson, Thomas,
MacDonald
Snowden,
Lord
Henry
Bentinck,
and
Sir
But why this assorted collection, you
Mark Sykes
ask?
And the answer is that these names,
particularly
the last, happen tu have been in the newspapers
during the last few days. On the other hand, we are
not to suppose that the “Herald,” any more than the
“Call,” has forgotten that it is nominally a Labour
paper.
“ Labour
and Labour alone,”
says
the
“Herald,” “can save us from this nightmare of ruin
And the “Call,” with much the same
and disgrace.”
intention, affirms that “the workers must take control,
must away with the secret treaties, away with
Imperialism
Alas, that it should be so easy to be a vox
clamantium and preterea
nihil.
“I can call spirits
from the vasty deep.” “Ay, so can I, hut will they
come when you do call them?” Both the “Call” and
the “Herald” have sadly admitted that their
dependence
upon the Labour party to save us is dependence
upon reeds shaken in the wind. “At such a critical
moment
says the “Call,” “the Labour party, to their
shame, fail to do what the moment calls for” ; and the
“Herald”
deplores the “hopeless, paralysing condition
of Labour affairs.”
There is not then much to be
gained in the way of political wisdom from counsellors
who insist upon a change of Government and
simultaneously
admit
that
their
own candidate
is unready. It
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is not wise to throw away dirty water before you have
clean; and since, in the present case, the water in
question is neither certain nor certainly clean, we are
afraid that we must continue to be content with what
we have.
*++
The problem would he treated more intelligently if
the elements of the situation were understood.
With
apologies for having to discuss the A. B. C. of the art,
we must point out that a Government depends upon a
Parliamentary
majority. HOW that majority is begot,
how nourished, is a question of comparatively minor
concern.
Even what sort of
a Prime Minister and
Government are maintained is not strictly relevant to
the primary proposition which is to secure a Government
that can command
a majority
of votes
in the
House of Commons. It may be the case-and, indeed,
it is-that the means by which the present majority is
maintained are such as will not bear thinking about.
It is also the case that the Government that is
supported
upon it is neither
here
nor there.
The facts
are that the majority might be maintained by still
worse means, and the Government committed to still
worse courses, without either circumstance imperilling
their continued existence.
Let us suppose for
instance
stance, that the majority of the members of Parliament
were paid-double their present amount to support the
Government of Mr. Lloyd George, and that the Government
then proceeded, on the strength of this paid
support
to misconduct the war and to bring ruin on the
country.
Even these imaginary courses would not
bring about a change of-Government, call the “Herald”
never so loudly for it. We may s a y in short, that a
Parliamentary
majority
and a Government supported
by it may do what they will. Short of a revolution there
is no changing them. This is the elementary fact to
be taken into account; and we beg our friends to note
it. There can be no change either in the War Cabinet
or in the Cabinet that is not actively or passively
approved by a Parliamentary majority ; and until, therefore

a Parliamentary
majority
can be found
different Government a change of Government is
by
constitutional
means.
***

for
a
impossible

You may ask why it is the House of Commons is so
stupid. Does not the House of Commons realise what
it is doing in maintaining in office a Government like
the present; does it not see, as clearly as the “Herald”
and the “Call,” the tragedy of its own and its Government
ment’s failure? The answer is certainly in the negative
for, on the contrary, the House of Commons is pleased
with itself and thinks it is deserving well of the country.
But that is scarcely sufficient for our purpose. What
we have to ask is why such a House of Commons exists,
why such members as the “Herald,”
the “Nation,”
the “Call,” and the “Daily News” describe are to
be found exercising the power of their votes in
supporting
such a Ministry
as that of Mr. Lloyd George?
Is not the reply that it is the electors of this country
the rank and file, the men in the street, the readers,
in other words, of the popular Press and the Labour
Press ? Every member of the Parliamentary majority
that maintains Mr. Lloyd George in office was returned
to Parliament by the votes of some thousands of the
electors of this country. The most reactionary, brutal
and stupid of them can still declare that he owes his
power to the suffrages of citizens. It is even possible
to go beyond this statement and to maintain with truth
that the very policy of the Government has itself been
determined by the Northcliffe Press which depends in
the last resort upon the pence of the average citizen.
What is there then that we as citizens can complain of,
since we have the Government and the policy of our
choice?
If every vote we have cast has been for a fool
or a knave, if every penny we have spent on the Press
has been to increase the influence of men like Lord
Northcliffe--we cannot justly turn round upon our own
creation and abuse them for being what we have made
them.
The ‘‘ hidden hand” of all our miseries, as
Mr. Allen Upward long ago observed, is the “hidden
hand ” that votes for the present type of member and
will have no other.- The Government of to-day is the
Government of their choice; and, on the whole, it is a
fair reflection of their worst mentality. But would not
things have been different, it may be asked, if the
electors had been aware at the last election that their
votes were for the conduct of a world-war?
Could
somebody have whispered in the ear of every elector
as he was on the way to the polling-booth, or have
forewarned him as he stood in front of a bookstall
ordering his ‘‘ Daily Mail or (‘ Daily Express,” that
the man or the policy he was about to elect would have
the power of life and death over himself, his brothers
and sons and his-property--would it, do you think, have
given him pause?-The reply is to be found in the facts
that the Northcliffe Press continues to flourish even
during the fourth year of the war; and that of the
scores of by-elections that have been fought not one
has resulted in the return to Parliament of a man out
of the usual type. We wish we had not to believe that
if a General Election were to be held at this moment
the existing House of Commons with only a very few
changes would not be returned. We fear it would, It,
thereifore, comes to this : that until the average elector
exercises more sense and seriousness in his choice of
representative
politician
and representative
newspaper,
he must reconcile himself to the consequences of his
own neglect and ignorance. As it is the business of an
autocracy to make an obedient people, it is the business
of a democracy to make an honest and efficient Government
An autocracy cannot complain if its subjects are
disobedient ; and a democracy ought not to complain
if its representative rulers are Mr. Lloyd George and
Lord Northcliffe,

There is a slight consolation, but no excuse, in the
reflection that democracy depends far less upon men
than upon methods. Political leadership is desirable ;
and it cannot be too excellent for the needs of a
modern democracy and especially for a modern democracy
at
war. But, after all, it is not everything, nor,
indeed, is it of the very first practical importance Had
it been the case that the conduct of the war depended
on the political ability of the House of Commons or upon the individual intelligence of even the members
of the War Cabinet, we might certainly have expected
to have lost the war long ago. Outside of Mr. Lloyd
George, who is a typical psychological extrovert, there
is not a-first-rate intelligence in the War Cabinet. In
spite of this fact, however, we see that by some means
or other the war is actually being carried on. It
is not
only being-carried on, but in the retrospect and when
all
the facts are known, the technical side of the war will
prove to have been carried on with an efficiency that
must appear incongruous with the inefficiency of its
political conduct. How could men like Mr. Barnes, Mr.
Austen Chamberlain, Lord Curzon and the rest, with
their obvious mediocrity
of intelligence,
effect such
results, it will be asked.
They have not effected these
results, we can reply; nor could they do much even
to affect them. The technique of war, like the technique of any other highly skilled industry, has its own professors, its own traditions, its own mentality and, above
all its own methods ; and so long as these are to be
found in abundance as they are in a great technical
nation like our own, they can be relied upon, be the
political control what it may be, to carry or
their ownt
job more or less efficiently. This may appear to be
putting the political art in a position inferior
to that of

techniqueand to be
subordinating
men to
method
But that is not our
intention.
Our
intention
is to point
out that the
political conduct
of the war is, at most
only one of the legs upon whichthe nation moves;and
its defect though crippling in the total result, is
not
necessarily fatal to the success of the war. We can
win upon method and upon technique
alone if
with
A good political policy would have
spared
difficulty.
us a thousand sacrifices; but a bad political policy
need
not utterly ruin us.
+*I
The Government must already be convinced that
it
is not possible to impose conscription
upon
Ireland
Ireland is united in opposition to it as Ireland has
not
been united
for seven hundred
years.
What
every
other measure has failed to do, the proposal to
apply
conscription to Ireland has miraculously brought
about
in a single week Home Rule is now a spiritual
fact
The union, moreover, is most formidable.
It
includes
not only the Sinn Feiners, the Nationalists and the
Church,
but it embraces Ulstermen.
A significant
feature of the movement is the large attendance
of
young Irishmen at confession.
An Irishman
is
most
religious when he is most in earnest.To
meet such
an opposition with the-argument of Mr.
Lloyd
George
that the Imperial
authority has the
right to
conscript

Irelandis to meet facts with mere words. Ireland
denies our right, and is
prepared
to
maintainher
denial. To urge again that since Ireland has been
represented
in Parliament Ireland must submit to
the
authority
of Parliament
is to ignore the fact
that
Parliamenthas already allowed its authority in
Ireland to
be flouted in the case of Ulster, and has, in
consequence
no
authority
left. The policy to be adopted is
really, therefore
one of expediency, since all
principle
has long ago gone out ‘ the problem.
Assuming
to be possible, would it be expedient
to
enforce
conscription
upon
an
unwilling
and
a “united
Ireland?
Assuming it to be expedient, would it be possible?
We
have no doubt for ourselves what the answer must
be
it is not possible, and it cannot, therefore, be expedient
By an enforced conscription under the existing

man commercial men, German Socialists and German
schoolmasters.
It is, we are afraid, useless to trust
to Russia herself to realise the situation in which she
stands.
There appears to be no time-sense in Russia
that can foresee the fate of the Russian people under
a German autocracy. As Lenin and Trotsky have advsied
their followers, to-day is considered to be
sufficient
without
thought
of
to-morrow. Nevertheless,
if
President Wilson’s view of the conditions of worldpeace are to be obtained it is essential that the Slav
peoples, and Russia in particular, be made free of
German control.
It is likewise the case that Russia
must assist in freeing herself. But the only present
means, other than a military victory, is propaganda ;
and we must appeal to the Allied Governments io spare
no effort to carry it on. Propaganda is part of warfare
and merits to be treated as an arm.
%?e%Our faith in reason as an emollient of dispute-even
if it is nothing more-is not diminished by the
comparative
failure
of our propaganda
up to the present
moment; €or the fact is that much of our propaganda
has been itself unreasonable.
As clearly as this has
been the case in Ireland and Russia,
it has
been the case in South Africa, where only a few days
ago Mr. Hertzog was aIlowed to break out into a
declaration of war upon the South African constitution.
We are not contending, be it noted, that a Republican
agitation such as he has now formally begun is illegitimate
or should be suppressed.
Mr. Burton’s
challenge
to
Mr. Hertzog to “try it on and to risk a
charge of high treason is, to our minds, more provocative than preventative. But that
in such
a
crisis as the present, in which the decision of the future
of the whole world is being made, Mr. Hertzog or anybody
in the same position (in Ireland, India, or
elsewhere
should be grinding
his own little axe on the
wheel of the labouring planet, argues a deficiency of
intelligence either in him or, preferably, in the parties
who oppose him. It should surely be possible, given a
right view of the issues of the war, to impress upon
Mr. Hertzog’s followers, if not upon himself, the
craziness of attempting to sett le private accounts with
England while England is attempting to settle the .
world’s accounts with Prussia.
Even if the former
attempt should succeed and the latter not, the triumph
would be short-lived ; whereas if the latter succeeds
the former is still always open. Our readers in South
Africa have a particular duty to perform in this respect ;
they are only a few but they should make their influence
felt.
***

circumstances we cannot get a man from Ireland save
at the cost of ten.
++%
Without repeating our own notes of last week, we
can draw attention to the very striking article by Mr.
G. K. Chesterton in the current “New Witness.” Like
ourselves, Mr. Chesterton
is convinced that Ireland
cannot be conscripted to fight for England ; but, also
dike ourselves, Mr. Chesterton is no less convinced that
Ireland ,may be persuaded to fight against Prussia.
This is really the crux of the matter. It ought to be
of minor concern to us, as Englishmen, whether our
Allies against Prussia regard themselves
as fighting
for or even against us We are only one of the parties
concerned; and our stake in the conflict, if it is greater
in quantity, is no greater in quality than the stake of
the rest of the European world. After all, no nation,
small or great, can lose more than it has. If Prussia
wins, as Mr. Chesterton says, Europe dies, England
dies, but Ireland dies also; and each of us will therefore
fore, lose our all. Unfortunately, however
upon both
sides of the Irish Channel there is a blindness to the
true facts of the case. Because we cannot forget that
Ireland is nominally a part of England, we insist upon
our recoghition as a condition of receiving Ireland’s
support against the common enemy of civilisation. And
because, in Mr. Dillon’s words, Ireland has ceased to
believe in the devotion to liberty of the British Government
Ireland refuses to fight against a still greater
danger not only to our but to her own liberty. Neither
party, in short, can see Prussia for England. England
Can seenothing but England’s rights in Ireland ;
Ireland
can see nothing but England’s wrongs; and
between
the two of us Prussia
has undoubtedly gained
as any common enemy may by the falling out of
friends How this opaqueness of the Irish Channel is
to be made transparent so that Ireland may see England
as her own chief defence against Prussia we have
alreadysaid. It is by getting- ourselves out of the
, light,in the first place, and, in the second place, by
inviting Ireland to look at Prussia for herself.
Home
Rule with the self-determination of the Irish nationthat is the first condition. The second is to preach the
war against Prussia in Ireland as if Ireland were what
e she is in fact, aneutral to be won to her own as well
as our defence Finally, we agree with Mr. Chestertons
suggestion that our propagandists
in lreland may
be anything but Government officials. Amixed Commission
of
French,
American,
Belgian,
Italian,
and
Slav publicists, with
a sprinkling
of independent
Englishmen,
would we think, have a considerable effect
in Irelandupon the heels of the Government’s
concession
of Home Rule.
‘
It

is
significantthat in his
latest speech
President
Wilson has
adopted almost textuallythe
formulaof
the war with which our
readers are most
familiar.
Germany
is
aiming,he says, by meansof the
subjection
of the Slav
peoples, first, at the
hegemony
of
Europe
and,
thereafter,
at the
hegemony
of the
world.In the
meantime, however,the
formulais
unforunatelygetting
itself put into
practice. Not only has
Germany conquered
and
annexeda
quarter of
the
former
Russian
Empire and
proceededwith her
accustomed industrious
dispatchto
exploit her
acquisitions,
but at the
present
momentshe has the
remainingfield of
Russiato
herself
For some time Russia has been not
merely morally
but
physically isolated from the only friends she has
in the
world--the combatant Allies. Not an
Allied
journal can now find its way into
Russia;we have
withdrawn
mostof our officialand
unofficial
representatives

; the railways
are under German control ;
and evenletters are either held up or censored under’
German auspices The consequence is that at the
very
momentwhen
she needs it most Russia is
entirely
without support from
the
Allies. On the other
hand, she is an open prey to German militarists,
German

,

Neither Miss Nina Boyle nor the Women’s political
party to which she belongs has anything to congratulate
themselves upon in the incident that made Miss
Boyle ridiculous on behalf of women at the recent
Keighley
nomination.
Miss Boyle, it appears, presented herself before the Deputy Returning Officer with
two nomination papers both irregular ; and the fact ,
that the Officer was so obliging as to say that, had the:
papers been in. order, he would have authorised Miss
Boyle’s candidature, by no means entitles her to claim
a “moral triumph.”
A political party for women is,
in our opinion,
as much a contradiction in terms
as a political party
for Labour
No section
of the nation, be it distinguished by occupation or sex,
servility or privilege, has any constitutional right to
pose as a political party. On the other hand, if a section
of the public insists upon entering politics we
expect
it to accept
the governing conditions
and
to
master, at any rate, the minor mysteries of the art. If
the Women’s party had any respect for its own future
Miss Boyle would be “retired” for negligence.
Unfortunately
or fortunately,
it has none, and thus stands
in sharp contrast with women in industry whose claims
on the future are growing with their present service.

Foreign

Affairs

By S. Verdad.
A FRIEND of mine has sent me a copy of a most interesting
draft report which will shortly be drawn up, in
proper form, for the use of some neutral officials among
us. As an observer of contemporary events the neutral
author of the report is, in his own way, almost as good
a s Prince Lichnowsky
Here is his summary of political
parties as they were, in his opinion,
a fortnight
ago :There are three political parties in England.
First,
is to say, the Extremists; men like
the pacifists-that
Mr. King Mr. Snowden, and the supporters of the
various stop-the-war societies, none of which exerts any
practical influence. This party may at present be
disregarded
Secondly,
the
Idealists.
This
party
consists
of all those who follow President Wilson in his attitude
towards the New Europe-that is to say, those who
believe
in reorganising frontiers on a basis of nationality,
detaching the Slavs and other minor nationalities from
Austria-Hungary,
restoring Transylvania,
and the like.
Thirdly, the Realists.
This party believes that
Germany
will ultimately
be severely defeated in the west,
but that it will be next to impossible to eliminate her
influence, cultural and commercial,
from Russia, the
Balkans, Poland, and Finland.
The Realists do not
entirely agree with many of President Wilson’s views ;
and they hold, in particular, that a “ barter peace ”
might be contemplated-a
peace which would restore
Alsace-Lorraine, all Serbia and Montenegro, and ltalia
Irredenta, in return for which Germany might be formally
ally allowed to exercise the free hand in Western Russia
that she will exercise there in any case. The German
colonies, Asia Minor, etc., might be negotiated upon.
Names have been mentioned in connection with the
first party. The Idealists include Mr. Asquith,
Viscount
Grey,
and
Mr. Lloyd George, the latter having
committed himself to certain of Mr Wilson’s views
Mr. Balfour inclines towards the Realists. Lord
Lansdowne
is clearly a Realist.
So is Lord Milner.
If
Lord Milner chose to lead the Realists openly, he would
almost certainly have the support of the Northcliffe
newspapers
All the business men-bankers,
manufacturers
all
the
merchants are Realists.
shippers--and
It is believed that Mr. Lloyd George is quite willing
to lead any of these three parties.
The last sentence should become classic.
I leave it
at that.
The Paris “ Temps ” quotes a highly significant
letter sent by Bernstein to Gorky and duly published in
Gorky’s paper. In military circles in Germany, says
Bernstein, it is openly said that the success of the
negotiations
with the Russian representatives
was due
simply
to “greasing
the palm”
of anyone that mattered;
but the German Socialists, “ being convinced of the
personal honesty of Lenin and Trotsky, ” cannot
understand
what they regard
as an insoluble enigma.
Bernstein
stein adds :
General Hoffmann tells his friends with a sneer that
when the Maximalist delegates made lengthy
declarations
regarding their principles
he e replied, smilingly :
‘I Excuse me, gentlemen your principles don’t concern
us at all.” . . . The Maximalists . . . stated that the
principles of their peace programme and those of the
Central Powers coincided to such a degree that they
could serve as a basis for the conclusion of a general
democratic peace. By SO doing they bolstered up the
intrigues carried on by the Germans in Entente
countries
intrigues
which aimed at demoralising
the armies
by harping on the note of pacifism and cleverly exploiting
the formula of no annexations and no indemnities.
From the moment the Maximalists cot only sacrificed
their own principles but acted as if they had
transformed
the
Prussian
militarists
into
revolutionary
Socialists, their role became identical with that of the
German agents in foreign countries, where the Government
spends millions in propagating, both in the Entente
countries and among neutrals, the ideas of pacifism,
anti-militarism,
anti-capitalism,
and revolution. . . .
The Maximalists, by their policy, are not preparing
peace for Russia or for a humanity exhausted by war,
but only the most ferocious triumph of German
militarism

The
German
Opposition
is
condemned
to
silence.
The German masses are wearing themselves
out on the front, or at home through excessive work
follows
and insufficient food. The corrupt Press obediently
the directions
of the military
leaders or of the
heads of the big industries.
TheReichstag was adjourned
before
negotiations
with
Russia
were
entered
i n t o German militarism and omnipotence march
forward
triumphantly.
And for their protection
we see
standing
up,
like faithful sentinelsthe
Maximalists
There is more than a hint in Bernstein’s letter that
the action of the Bolsheviks in negotiating with
Germany
may have been due to stupidity; but the fact
remains
that Europe has been confronted with the
accomplished
fact,
and
that
the
German
majority
Socialists
have done nothing to prevent the most callous exploitation
of
a defeated
people. Nevertheless
the situation
is not so black as it seems. As Mr. Simmern showed
in his pamphlet from which I quoted a fortnight ago,
while the Germans have been busy conquering territory
the Allies have conquered raw materials.
It cannot be
pretended even by the most enthusiastic sympathiser
with Germany that the invading armies have made
themselves popular in occupied countries. To do them
bare justice, they never sought to do so. Their attitude
towards the rest of the world is, as they willingly
admit, and a s we all know, arrogant, boastful, and
domineering
I should Bike to suggest that this is due
to The fact that the Germans, despite their conquests,
have not been able to conquer geography.
A historian
has drawn my attention t o the fact that free institutions
have never developed, or at any rate have developed
very slowly indeed, among inland countries. Yet without
free institutions,
I may add, no country has ever
been able to make any kind of attempt at obtaining
and holding an oversea empire. Further, liberal institutions
have
invariably
developed
first,
and
most
rapidly,
in countries
with a long seaboard-Greece,
Rome, England, France,
Italy, Spain.
The English
and the French have pre-eminently
the ability, the
knack if you prefer, of managing what we call, for the
sake of convenience, subject--races.
Spain was
relatively
liberal
when
she founded
and
held her South
American
possessions-it
was with the reaction that
they disappeared
and became independent republics.
The sea acts as a protector; but an inland country
must think of its frontiers.
The Germans-and
I use
the term in a wide sense-have always been potentially
besieged : by Holland, France, Switzerland Italy, the
Southern Slavs, the Poles, the Scandinavians even ; and,
above all by the overwhelming shadow of Russia.
This is not to justify them; far from it. At a time
when as we have seen, liberal ideas had become effective
even in distant Russia, the Germans were still
profoundly
impressed
with their mediaeval notions of
military
strength.
Moral
considerations
were
neglected
and despised; force was everything.
For this reason
libralism had not appeared in Germany and Austria at
all\ at a time when, in practically every other European
c o u n t r y it had become a commonplace! event.
Yet
this country, the German Empire, without the essential
basis
on which a human
edifice could be erected,
namely, free institutions, actually seeks
world-hegemony
To those outside of Central Europe, nourished
on the ideas of liberalism and of indifference to autocracy
which were born when King John’s barons made
him sign the Charter, the German claim seemed to be
merely a contradiction
in terms.
They could not
conceive it to be seriously urged. To the Central Europeans
themselves
nourished
only on the use of force
and on the oft-repeated lesson that only force “ pays,”
the claim to oversea dominion seemed natural enough.
It may thus be held that the Central Europeans can
never be liberalised. But the reply is that ideas in
circulation
for hundreds
of years,
and embraced
by the
world in general, must ultimately penetrate the minds
of politically backward races.

Let

Us

Be Whole!

By Ramiro de Maeztu.
Bull-Fights
are the specific differentiae of Spain. A
Spanish writer of genius-could say to his countrymen :
“There are no bull-fights in any other country in the
world-neither
in France nor in Morocco nor in Sweden
nor in Patagonia. Why the devil should the Spaniards
try to imitate other nations in their politics, engineering
or
theology? We are bull-fighters ; let us remain
bull-figliters ; we shall become the bull-fighters of the
world.”
This writer would thus be giving expression
to a very popular feeling; and if he had great literary
ability he would crystallise into a principle a national
fancy of my countrymen.
But he would also be fatal
to
our
progress.
It is, of course, lack of respect to compare
Dostoyevsky
and Tolstoy with this imaginary singer of
bull-fighting
because
the
Universal
Church
which
they
both preached is a higher and a lovelier thing than a
bull-fight.
But Mr. Lavrin ought not to be angry
with me if I tell him that there is a great similarity
between the imaginary and the real cases.
Dostoyevsky
and
Tolstoy
found
themselves
in
a
country
which was backward in politics, science, trade and
industry, but which had in their own works a magnificent
literature,
closely
connected
with
religion
and
morals; and’ they were surrounded by a vast population
distinguished
by
a deep
and
sincere,
although
somewhat magical, religiosity. What did they both of
them do? They refused to see the vast complex of
virtues required, for instance, in the regular
maintenance
of
an
efficient
railway
service.
You
cannot
have a good railway service if the ticket-inspector
is
open to bribery; and as ticket-inspectors are many, you
cannot have a good railway service if there does not
prevail among the general population
a standard
of
honour.
And here we see bow the I most material
things
are
inextricably
connected
with the mast
spiritual
But neither can you have a good service if
the signal-men prefer making verses to their mistresses
to concentrating their attention on their jobs; and this
means abnegation, humility, objectivity, self-denial and
all the highest Christian and human virtues. But you
do not have trade--you cannot have even a Stock
Exchange
-if
people do not
stick
to their
word,
given
perchance, by telephone; and this means that trade will
not flourish where the eighth commandment
is not
sternly obeyed.
But it is unnecessary
to multiply
examples to prove that the antithesis of Culture
(religion
morals,
art,
literature)
and
Civilisation
(politics,
science, trade, industry) is a false antithesis.
You
cannot have the one without the other. It is as false
as the Manichean
antithesis between materia
and
spirit; it is, in fact a corollary of the latter.
Mr.
Lavrin has attached
an exclamation-mark
to
my
assertion that the Church is the eternal protest against
the dualistic heresy of secular thought.
I am afraid
that Mr. Lavrin thinks that this
is a personal
opinion of mine.
As
a
matter
of
fact,
I
copied the words from
a
Church
of
England
Dictionary of Theology;
and Mr. Lavrin may rest
assured that the: idea, that materia is evil and spirit
good is a Manichean and Gnostic proposition which
has been condemned since its inception by all Christian
churches, both Eastern and Western. Practically
all
the Creeds of all the Churches expressly assert the
dogma of the resurrection of the flesh. There is no
Christian Creed which maintains the supposed dogma
of the Immortality of the Soul--with the single exception
I read
in Dean Stanley,
of the Church
of
Abyssinia,
which is certainly not a model of doctrinal
purity.Soulwithout body is not considered
by the
Church worthyofimmortality-let the modern
necromancers
of spiritualism
believe
as
they
like! I believe
that most of the Western lay intellectuals share Mr.
Lavrin’s mistake. Clergymen know too well that what I

am saying is in agreement with their Creeds ; but many
of them lack the courage to think their Creeds over
again.
Others
lack the zeal for propagating
the
theoretical tenets of Christianity ; and lay intellectuals,
as a rule, cannot make head or tail of the specialised
books of theology. And this is one of the real tragedies
both
of Western
and
of Eastern Christianity.
It is a lamentable fact that all peoples must suffer
for
the mistakes
of their geniuses.
Dostoyevsky
found in his awn heart and in life around him the conflict
between
good
and
evil.
He was profound,
he
went into his deepest depths, and this was his greatness
But
he interpreted
this
conflict
in terms
of
materia and spirit-if
Mr. Lavrin’s exegesis is rightand this was Dostoyevsky’s damning error. There is
good and bad Materia;
and there is good and bad
Spirit; and if one maintains that Materia is evil and
Spirit good, one is making theology, but bad theology,
even if one does not realise it.
And if a writer of
genius
holds
that
the activities
ofCivilisationpolitics, science, trade and industry-are
inferior to the
activities
of Culture-religion,
morals,
literature
and
art-he is beckoning away the best minds of his country
from the former whether he desires, in fact, to do
so or not And the result must needs be fatal, and has
been fatal; for it is not the West that is crumbling to
pieces.
The West is bleeding on the Cross, but stands
firm on its harmony of Matter and Spirit, and conscious
of its mission of raising all men upon earth to the
comprehension of this balance of apparent contraries ;
while Russia has fallen-and
let us say no more.
It was the sin of pride (pride is always spiritual) that
led the great Russians to slight the virtues of common
sense in everyday life. There is no opposition between
Culture and Civilisation. There may be at any given
moment some kind of temporary incompatibility.
If
a man finds himself. in Trafalgar Square, he cannot go
at the same time to St. Paul’s and Piccadilly Circus.
But there is no opposition between St. Paul’s and
Piccadilly.
The interweaving
of
all the different
goods constitutes
the Good, which was already
conceived
by Plato
as the complex
of goods. It is our
duty to be whole and to acquire all kinds of good.
Placed in time we are bound at any moment
to
make a choice. The spiritualist
Manichean-Dostoyevsky
will
tell
us :
bend
Matter
to Spirit.
The
materialist
Manichean-Karl
Marx-will
tell
us :*
Spirit is a shadow. But if we learn how to overcome
both Manicheanisms we shall easily discover a principle
of harmony
to solve our difficulties, because the
principle of harmony will impel us incessantly to complete
ourselves.
The historical, temporal, and
immediate
duty of every man and of every nation is
wholeness
He who possesses the virtues of everyday life
ought to open his eyes to the comprehension of the
virtues of the heroic life; he who already possesses the
heroic virtues ought to try to honour and acquire the
common
virtues. The duty of talent and much more,
the duty of genius, is, therefore, to swim against the
current: to love and honour the things he has not, to
open the eyes of his followers to the appreciation of
the virtues they lack. It is-the eternal temptation of
literary geniuses to put their ability at the service of
their surrounding
prejudices. Success is more easily
to be found on the lines of least resistance. This is,
perhaps, a necessary condition for the protection
of
the best literary work. The best books are usually
those which run with the crowd. One must except the
Prophets-but
they were beyond literature.
P.S.-Mr. Lavrin will excuse me if I I do not reply
to his criticism of my ideas of God. He has not, I
think, honestly tried to understand them He quotes
me as saying for instance, that my God must be The
unity of Power, Truth, Justice and Love, and nothing
else” ; while I wrote “nothing less.”
!‘Else”
and
less” have not the same meaning.
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II
THE term National
Guilds” pre-supposes
a nation ;
a nation remains inarticulate without the State as its
vocal organ; the State, in its turn, is impotent without
governmental machinery to give effect to its policy and
purpose
That machinery will naturally be simple or
complex in correspondence
with the simplicity or
complexityof the community life. But just as the State
derives from the national consciousness, so the Government
obtains
its sanction
from
the
State. In a pure
democracy, it is evident that all three entities would
respond harmoniously to each other, the State voicing
the sentiment of the citizens, the Government
administering
affairs
in obedience
to
the executive authority.
A trinity in unity.
If we could detach the Nation from the State, we
should find it little more than a complex of ideas, the
fruit of tradition,
history,
art, literature
and that
subtle sense of national spirit and consciousness that
springs from a life lived in common through many
generations.
We may welcome or deride national
sentiment; we should certainly be foolish to deny its
existence, or to-disregard
it as a dominant factor in
the affairs of mankind.
It is, however, easier to sing
about it, or even to die for it, than to define it.
Mazzini
laboured
at
the problem,
and, finally got
little
further than the aphorism that fellowship is life, and
lack of fellowship death.
We know, too, that the
forcible denial of national life intensifies the sentiment
and never kills it. Ireland is the classic instance. For
seven centuries, its national claims have-been not only
denied but brutally abused, with the result that to-day
the sense of nationality is more than a pre-occupation,
it is an obsession, exhausting to itself and dangerous
to the British Empire. On the other hand, a national
sense that remains sovereign in quality may. soar high
in art and ideas, as in the Greek Republics, or, caught
in the ever-widening net of industrialism, may develop
into a degrading Imperialism. The sense of nationality
penetrates
all our problems
we cannot escape it.
For my part, I would not if we could;
Confronted
with the poignant drama of the war, I see beyond an
even greater national soul-adventure, when the nations,
each according to its spirit, seek to apply the lessons
of the war to world-problems.
The solutions of these
problems will be permanent or temporary as we obey
the spiritual promptings of the highest citizenship.
This citizenship, this sense of nationality operating
in the individual consciousness
is the greatest fact in
the life of a democratic people. As the greater contains the less, so citizenship contains and comprehends
the lesser motives and interests.
These motives and
interests, important though they be, must
ultimately
merge into the will of citizenship, realising in it the
sovereign power.
It is not mere rhetoric when we
counter the sovereign will of the monarch” with “the
sovereign will of the people.”
It is a declaration of
democracy.
It envisages
no balance of power;
it
knows no checks nor counterpoises; it is an ultimatum
that the will of the citizens, in their civic capacity,
shall prevail over every sectional interest, economic or
functional
Its decision is the greatest
of national
sacraments.
A moment’s reflection, hpwever er, will convince us that
the citizenship here prefigured must not be
subjected
an industrial system that robs it of economic
power
’That means the continuance of. “passive citizenship ;
it is only when the citizen controls his own labour
power, through the Guild monopoly of labour, that he
can achieve a real, as distinct from a political
democracy
Broadly stated, the Western nations now at
war with Germany are political democracies, yet their
“active” citizenship is as yet embryonic Apart from
their material
and immediate advantages, the social

value of National Guilds is that they complete the process
of democratisation.
The “passive’”
citizen
already
politically enfranchised finds final freedom when
released
from
the
servitude
of
wagery. This
enfranchised
his mind
is also released from the anxieties
of
the daily wage, and so free to deal with the larger
problems that confront him, not as a wage-slave, but
as a man and a citizen. Economic freedom is, no
doubt, an end in itself; but when viewed in perspective
it is a minor operation
in the campaign
for a
richer and more complete national and personal life.
III
Assuming, without further argument,
the reality of
national life and sentiment, the next step is to discover
the organism through which it expresses its sovereign
will.
On
every
ground,
historical,
constitutional,
legal practical, the State is properly and inevitably
that organ. The assumption that ‘underlies most antiState criticisms is that the State changes neither in
form, nor purpose; that it is to all intents and purposes
the same State that ruled in the days of absolute
monarchy, the same State that ruled under a limited
monarchy, the same State that to-day rules in the interests
of
the plutocracy.
It is not the same State in
many vital particulars ; the political franchise has
influenced
State
affairs
in
many directions
but
all the
States have had one thing in common : their policy has
been based on the exploitation of labour. And if a
Labour Government were installed
to-morrow as
recently
in Australia,
the same
policy
would
prevail
unless the wage-system were abolished, and National
Guilds instituted
and recognised
as the organised
monopolies of lab our-paw er.
Yet another important change
in our system of
government must be noted, and its effects considered
In recent years there has been such an extension of
government
in
the economic
and municipal
life
of the nation that
it is now extremely
difficult
to
know
where
the
Executive
ends
and
the Administrative
begins.
In
1893
when
the
Executive determined to intervene
in the matter of
unemployment, it got no further than a circular from
the Local Government
Board recommending
certain
relaxations of the Poor Law. To-day, a policy would
be forced on the local authorities by .ukase. In like
manner, the Home Secretary reserves large powers ofinitiation by way of Orders in Council We have in
these and many similar cases a curious confusion
between
the
Executive
and
Administrative
authorities,
wherein functions are disregarded‘ or over-ridden. The
result, generally stated, is that we have no clear
differentiation
between
the State
and the Government,
the
Government being properly the
administrative
organ
But this confusion of function has precedent behind
it
it is the sequel to the monarchical regime which
knew
no distinction between the State, which in those
days
represented itself and not -the nation, and the
governmental
mental organisation,
which is only concerned -to give
effect to State policy. If, however, Democracy
supplants
Autocracy
(however tempered
by the
modern
spirit), it follows that we must recast our whole
system
of government, and recognise the fundamental
distinction
between the State, as the mouthpiece of
citizenship
and the Government
as the organisation
that
works out in detail the will of the citizens expressed
through the State.
An important deduction follows from the concept of
he State as the sovereign representative
of Democracy
that whilst the only function (if function it be) of
the
State is to express the will of the people, the
functional
principle must operate throughout every
Government
Department,
all functions
being
derived
from
the
State.
But the democratic principle must also operate
in government, precisely as it would operate in
the
Guilds, productive or civil, This is to say, that
subject
to the function imposed, self-government in
the

Government Departments must be fully conceded. The
Guild principle is just as valuable in the Colonial Office
as in the Post Office, in the Local Government Board
as in the Engineering Guild
All these associations
are composed of free and "active" citizens, and are
only limited by the four corners of the charter in which
the State defines their functions.
This confusion (which tends to grow) between State
and Governmental organisation accounts,
I think, for
certain criticisms which have been made upon two
statements of mine upon the nature of the State,
I
have asserted (a) that the business of the State is
largely spiritual, and (b) that whilst it is the formal
origin of function, it is itself functionless.
I shall deal
with the first point in the succeeding section; in regard
to the second, I have already written that it is the
function of the State to act as the mouthpiece of the
citizen body. But, strictly, this is not a function, for
the essence of a function is that it can be so defined
that its agents may know precisely what they are to
do and not to do. This so-called function of the State
is rather a mission, a responsibility, a continuing task
to interpret faithfully the citizen will. That and more :
for it is given the power by law, and in the last resort
by force to impose the citizen will upon any recalcitrant
individual or section of the community. That is why
the military and naval forces owe allegiance to the
State and not to the Government : need only obey the
Government when satisfied that it acts with full State
sanction. Fundamentally, this is why a citizen army
must supplant the professional army. Military science
and the maintenance of cadres are doubtless
administrative
functions;
but the army to fight with must be
consciously of citizen origin, consciously and deliberately
in
harmony and touch with citizen sentiment.
In
like manner, the judiciary, from the highest judge to
the most insignificant magistrate,
owes allegiance
to
the State and not to the Government : can only support
the Government, in any of its-acts by any of its departments
if the Government
function
be neither
exceeded
nor abused. It is a high crime and misdemeanour if
and when the Home Secretary circularises or otherwise
communicates his views to judges or magistrates upon
cases about to be tried. Strictly, it is treason, for it is
the assumption by,. Government of the State prerogative
If the distinctions here drawn between State and
Government are the merest elements of constitutional
law
they are, nevertheless, not only necessary to my
argument, but peculiarly valuable and pertinent
at
the present moment. We hear to-day a great deal-too
much of democratic administration, of Labour
representatives
acting
upon
this
or
that
administrative
committee, of local opinion being consulted or
represented
of trade representatives
to give expert
advice.
There is nothing of democracy in this : rather the
reverse it is the exploitation of the democratic idea by
nondemocratic
governmental
organisation,
which
retains the power
and devolves
the responsibility.
Democracy
without power is a contradiction
in terms;
it is the egg-shell without the egg. You cannot have
a
democratic administration,
without
a democratic
State because the power administered comes from the
State
The problem therefore, for all Democrats, not
least National Guildsmen, is to seek full. citizen power
and ensue it. That nice balancing of power, those
checks and counterpoises,
that Mr. Cole desiderates,
administrative
problems, belonging
to the category
of functions, but always subsidiary to the final, and,
therefore the sovereign, power of the State, the
effective
organ of
citizenship.But I will add that, so far
as Mr. Cole has in mindthee right balancing of functions
. Preponderant or
underweighted
he is on solid ground
are not only a prolific
functions
in government
jealousy
but a sure way todefeat,
source of
friction and
, the policy and aims of a
by
obstruction
and in detail

democratic
State. He is further in the right of it when
he affirms the need not only of a balance of functionsbut a multiplicity of associations that the individual
may be released from the inertia of vast organisations,
But the sovereign power rests, sans phrase, in democratic citizenship.

Control

in

Education.

III
THE necessity for representation
of the public on
the educational authorities, both local and central, is
plain, and few people could be found to dispute it. But
it is equally clear that the educational organism must
be in the first instance one of teachers, and that the
parents and the industries rind the other professions
must be related to it in the main in an advisory capacity
as it should be in its turn to them. Existing
arrangements precisely invert the normal order ; they
put the amateurs in Charge, and permit them occasionally
to turn to those who know-for
their advice Their
supposed necessity is largely
a consequence of the
general chaos amongst which we e live. Some adaptation
is required at some stage in education to the future
needs of the children, and to the consideration of this
some knowledge of local conditions is peculiarly
relevant
In the absence of responsible industrial authorities
the election of a few
local gentlemen
on
the
ground of such knowledge gives some excuse for their
presence on an educational board, a fact otherwise not
easy to explain. The case of the parents is different
in some respects.
'There is nothing to bind them
together
except the fact that they are all parents;
and it is well that they should be mollified But by
now the teachers’ claim should be clearly stated. In
the education of the child, he, and not the parent, is to
be the responsible party and as such though he may
consult he will not be interfered with. The introduction
of
compulsory
education
finally
destroyed
the
natural right
of the parent
to control the child's
destiny; and it does seem to be one of the cases where
even the partisans of the Iiberty of the person will
hare nothing to urge against it. Indeed, the parent,
if he is wise, will shun democratic control of education.
Admitting that he himself is not to direct the education
of his child, is it not well to hand it over to the teaching
profession,
which
presumably,
knows something
about it, than to a chance collection of his neighbours,
who
certainly
do
not?
The wide diffusion of the cult of control requires,
perhaps,
some further explanation.
Apart from the
fairly wide acceptance of collectivist ideas of
administration
the analogy of the co-operative
society is
probably
a
chief
cause. The analysis and exposure of this
peculiar fallacy would demand a volume but for the
present purpose two remarks must be sufficient From
the case of education we may proceed by parity of
reasoning
to
an intermediate
type
of
possible
industrial organisation which is not the wage-system,
nor is it precisely State Socialism, while it is most
obviously not national guilds. The economic position
of the teacher is peculiar.
His rate of pay is only
partly a competitive rate. Except in the case of private
schools (and, therefore
hardly at all in Scotland)
private capitalism is not his obvious enemy. He has
a high degree of autonomy, within limits, which, in
other occupations, would be called generous.
And yet
his case is desperate. Whatever he is, he is, not free.
Give him a private income and he is revived but not
rescued.
He has become free. if he desire;, from his
profession, but not in it. His deliverance will only
come when he and his fellows are no longer subject to
the presumptuousness
of elected persons. If you suggest
anything
of the sort
in relation
to an industry,

what will the democratic School Board member say?
to
Consider the case of John Smith, miner. Explain
him your benevolent scheme of industrial
reconstruction
The mines will belong
to the
State,
and
the
proceeds therof though coal will be sold as near cost
price as may be. The miners will carry on as before,
under charge of salaried managers.
‘The direction of
the industry will be in the hands of a Department
of Mines, and of local authorities, popularly elected
(the miners being understood
to take no part in
politics).
On these Boards will sit farmers and parsons
and teachers, and, indeed, everybody and
anybody
except
John
Smith
and
his kind. For they are
the underground servants of the community
Having
got the coal and received their pay, the industry is no
more their concern
The direction of the pit, the
marketing and disposal of the product the fitting of
safety appliances
the appointment
of overseers
and
managers and checkweighmen
the fixing of rates of
pay and the engagement
and dismissal of . men--all
these things are for the Board What should they be
to John Smith?
His function
is performed
No
relevant difference can be discovered between education
and mining to justify this system for one and not for
the other.
If education is a national concern so is
the production of coal. If mining is a technical mat matter
infinitely more so is the method of teaching. The interest
rest of the parents in their children’s education
is
paralleled by the concern of the consumer for the
quality and amount and regularity of his supply. The
only distinction there is is that which we sometimes
express-very badly-by
calling
the he industrial service
productive
and
the other
non-productive
Setting
aside the evil associations of manual and brain work
we are left with the almost fatuitous result that it is
convenient
to have education
paid
for indirectly
through taxation while fuel is paid for directly by the
consumer.
On such a basis no great difference of
organisation could well be alleged.
A certain. number of people can be found: no doubt,
to accept: willingly the alternative to this argument.
“In a decently organised State,” they may say, all
industrial organisation
will be democratically
controlled
The scheme you suggest for the mines only
strikes
you as strange
because of your incurably
middle-class habits of mind. Instead of enclosing the
other professions, and eventually (it seems) the industries
also, so that they may conspire cynically against
the community (as the doctors do now), we must throw
them all ope openunder the control of the State ; we must
confine that mischievous person the expert to those
narrow limits within which he is perhaps efficient and
entrust the guidance and management of the whole to
men of experience and common sense and good-will.
If you wish an example of it on a great scale, took at
our co-operative societies, retail and wholesale. The
rest on a distinction between the salaried manager and
the elected voluntary y committee We know in practice
that this division of function is easily made, and
that the distinction is sound.
Besides, if there were
no other reason for it, what of the financial problem?
We have always maintained that no employee, or relative
of an employee, may serve on the committee; just
as no public servant may be a member of a public body
-of
that public body, at least, which he serves.
Unless you do this, you will not have efficiency and you
certainly cannot avoid corruption. The interest of the
consumer must be supreme ; if the employers think
themselves aggrieved,
they
are welcome to Trade
Unionism as a make-weight.”
I have put the opposite argument in this way, not
to discuss it in detail, but to make clear the difference
of principle. No facile solution can be found by talking
of the supremacy of the interests of the community,
of the welfare of the State.
You are dealing with
different principles, with different points of view if you

like.
When
guildsmen
condemned
State
socialism
because it was only capitalism
in disguise, nobody
mourned.
But when co-operation, generally supposed
to be eminently a democratic thing, threatens to go
the same way, the weaker sort pause and consider.
If
they would consider publicly in the pages of The NEW
AGE, something might be done to help them. But so
far as my apprehension goes the opposition is final.
0. LATHAM.

Drama,
By John Francis Hope.
When
a playwright deliberately describes his work
as ‘I awarning it is probable that he is
appealing
to another sense than the dramatic. Certainly
dramatists
tists ought to be warned against writing
such plays
as “ The Knife ” ; but as most people are wondering
what the warning is, and to whom it is
addressed
Mr. Eugene Walter does not seem to have
proffered
this admonition to playwrights.
He is too well versed
in the mysteries to be explicit; like the person who
advertised
: “(3.-All
is discovered.
Fly at once.-F.”
and was rewarded
by the disappearance
of three
bishops, five bank managers, and a chief of police,
Mr. Eugene Walter sits on his tripod and writhes
he must writhe in a very frenzy of admonition and
leaves our
occulted guilt to unkennel ” (how Shakepeare
did mix metaphors
!) in our speech. But “ ’twas
not I that did it; never shake thy gory locks at me”;
arid Mr. Henry Arthur Jones has credibly informed
the world that (‘ We Can’t Be As Bad As All That,”
‘‘ all that ” being an objective as mysterious as Mr.
Walter’s
warning.
The truth is that Mr. Walter is trying to make our
flesh creep. The connection between crime and what
is sometimes called “ occult science ” is not obvious,
but is usually assumed for purposes of melodrama and
police-court
proceedings.
In the early days of hypnotism
we had similar warnings
:
I remember
seeing
Lawrence Irving in ‘ The Crystal Globe ” ’ trying to
fascinate Miss Lena Ashwell to become an accessory
before or after the fact of the commission of some
crime or other; but the hypnotist had a weak heart,
mid died from the strain, and Virtue was triumphant
once again. That was in the old days of melodrama
at the Princess’s Theatre
but even since the war
began
we have had a revival of this assumption;
“ The 13th Chair ” actually offers tis a murder during
a seance
MR. Walter only goes the step further and,
with American thoroughness , organises professional
clairvoyants
into the advance guard
of the White
Slate
Traffickers.
Tennyson
feared
that
“Divine
Philosophy ” might “ push beyond her mark, and be
procuress tu the lords of Hell ”; Mr. Walter only
assumes that prophecy
has undertaken
to perform
this function. ‘’ Second-sight Jimmy ” is the result.
But stilI our bIood refuses to creep; we have all
passed through the refrigerating chamber of psychical
research, and when the “ ghosts ” do appear, we ask
them to sign the visitors’ book, to step on to the
scales, to make ergograph tracings,
and
the rest;
while the ladies, when they get the chance snip pieces
from the visitors’ robes with the intention of trying to
match the material in Regent Street.
Mere occult
science, even with the addition of the White Slave
Traffic does- not suffice to “ thrill ” us ; so Mr. Walter
introduccs another “ thrill,’’ vivisection. Call it “
experimental
surgery,”
and
no
one would
notice
it ; but
vivisection with “ The Knife ’’ makes everybody feel
uncomfortable
in the interior. Shaw made fun of it in
The Philanderer
” and “ The Doctor’s Dilemma ”
(was not Cutler Walpole called “ the manual labourer”
of therapeutics?) ; but I do not at the moment remember
any other plays which have dealt with the subject,
although melodramatic novelists like Phillips
Oppenheim
are fond of showing the villainy of vivisectionists

in performing mysterious
and painful operations
on
the human brain. But the only “ thrill ” that I received
from Mr. ’Walter’s treatment of the subject was a
thrill of disappointment ; there is no knife, not even
a penknife, in “‘The Knife
and the only form of
vivisection mentioned
is inoculation.
“ My father
practised inoculation
until
1840when it was made a
criminal offence ” said Sir Patrick Cullen in “ The
Doctor’s Dilemma ” ; and in these days of practically
compulsory vaccination a and inoculation of soldiers arid
sailors, it is a little difficult to be “ thrilled ” by the
inoculation of living human beings.
But Don’t Miss the Prelude,”
we are warned in
the advertisement ; there surely is something to touch
the heart of the most hardened playgoer
The curtain
rose, and Miss Kyrle Bellew and Mr. Aubrey Smith
were discovered kissing one another, and gurgling and
chuckling and trying to put their toes into their
mouths.
Obviously,
the
fall
of man
“original
sin” ; and the nigger Mammy
applauded.
Somewhere
or other in a platy, a woman must be engaged to
he married ; so why not at the beginning ? They really
did kiss as though they meant it, although Mr. Aubrey
Smith’s moustache was riot attractive
and must have
harboured germs of some kind. The dramatic value
of the engagement soon becamse obvious
it was Mr
Walter’s device to get the heroine to New York where
the wicked clairvoyants were
The man of science
laughed gently at his beloved’s belief in ’Mammy’s
predictions from the tea-cup ; but he interdicted
recourse
only
to
the professional fortune-tellers
of New
York.
He did not calculate (how could he?) that
“Mammy” would terrify the girl with her predictions
of calamity, and thus provide the motive for the
continuation
tinuation of Mr. Walter’s play,
But although
we have here most of the
well-authenticated
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Is the April issue of the “Quest”
(as. 6d quarterly)
the editor, Mr. G. R. S. Mead continues his critical
examination
ofpsycho-analysis.
He is friendly, on
the whole and particularly to the later developments
of psycho-analysis in the hands of Jung under whose
“enlightened leadership”
we may look forward to a
considerable advance in the new method of research.
But as was to be expected of our ripest scholar of the
mystical traditions,
Mr. Mead is distinctly critical of
certain-what
shall I call them ?--dogmas
of psychoanalysis.
The interpretation
of dreams, for instance,
is confined in orthodox psycho-analysis to the employment
of material
accumulated
by
the normal
method
in the individual life. It is not allowed to seek outside
of the
the present lift: and the objective experiences
connected
or material
individual
person for explanations
with
his
dreams. But this, according to Mr.
Mead is an arbitrary limitation of the field of both
research
and interpretation.
If telepathy be a fact,
experiences may have reached the sub-conscious directly
and have there left material, for which in the waking
consciousness there is and can be, no explanation. Nor
impressions
is it even necessary that the “Other mind” whose
are
thus
telepathically
transfer-red
to
the
individual’s
subconsciousness
should
be “incarnate
Mr. Mead is of the opinion that discarnate entities
exist whose effects may be registered in our
subconscious
without
being required
to pass
first through
the
conscious
.x .x Y

This criticism, of course, depends upon an assumption
which will by no means
be generally
allowed,
namely, the possibility of a “discarnate” entity of any
sort or kind Personality
implies limitation,
that is
to say, a body ; and a discarnate
personality is
thus
thrills, and the play
introduces
us to some private
from this point of view, a contradiction
in
terms. Mr.
inquiry work,
burglariousentry, and a
domiciliary
Mead, however
who is well enough aware of the
visit of the District Attorney's depuyu, although
we see
dilemma
nevertheless continues to assume the possibility
the hall of mystery and the white slaver’s victim
partially recovering
from outrage, although
we see
of discarnate personality,
but, on the supposition,
“second-sight Jimmy’ bound and helpless, dazzled by
I gather; that the “body” of the discarnate is a subtle
but still
material
body a relatively incorruptible body,
an electric torch and threatened by a “gun’’ in the
in fact
“I believe
he says, “not only in the
back of his neck, and, therefore, being cross-examined
immortality of the human spirit, but also in the survival
with the maximum of discomfort, although we see him
of man’s soul.”
The theory of the survival of the
nearly strangled
by the righteously indignant lover,
personality aft et- physical death is, moreover becoming
and finally with his accomplice carted off to be the
subject of scientific- experiment
our blood still refuses
popular (if I may use the word when only a few
thinkers are concerned with it) in this interpretation
tp curdle, For suppose that one of the subjects does
A recent work by a well-known Church dignitary
contained
die ; is it murder according to American law would
speculations
concerning
the
nature
of
the
an American jury convict ? The trump card of every
“body” which the soul assumes after physica; death ;
Americandramatist
is “the unwritten law” ; Mr.
and in this same issue of the “Quest,” Baron F. von
Walteris compelled to play it at the end; but American
Hugel who may be remembered by my readers for an
sentiment has tolerated the emasculation
of habitual
criminals and it is a little difficult to believe that a
excellent interview in THE NEW AGE) supports
the
District Attorney‘s deputy would show any greater
same opinion. Whatever may be the truth about the
regard for the personal rights of known criminals and
matter it is certain at any rate, that the problem is
would have ignored the question which every English
nor closed to discussion.
On the contrary, it may be
magistrate considers before committing
for trial, the
said to be only just opening.
*
*
question whether a jury would convict But most surprising
of all is the barrister’s certainty that if the case
Before’ considering Mr. Mead’s second criticism of
did go for trial, only a verdict of “Guilty” would he
recent t psycho-analytic tic theory, let me add one or two
given and that there would be no escape from he
of my own. Psycho-analysis
is not the last word in
chair” for the doctor. We are asked to believe, on the
psychological method ; and it would be unwise to make
one hand, that the serum manufactured by the doctor
a dogma of any of its present conclusions. As a means
was of inestimable benefit to mankind, and, on the
of examining the contents of the sub-conscious it is an
other hand, that an American jury would ignore that
instrument of the highest value ; but in the interpretation
fact and convict the discoverer of the murder of a
of
whathat it finds there, and in the conclusions it
criminal
whose compulsory inoculation had provided the
the apple ?got into the
draws as to their origin-how
dumpling
in fact-psycho-analysis
requires
to
be
final and conclusive test of the experiments
There
was no danger of “the chair
but Mr. Walter had to
Checked by all the knowledge we have at our
command
show that the rigid legalism of the District Attorney’s
Mr. Mead has raised the question of origins
deputy would yield to the proof that the “murder” was
but it is just as easy to raise the question of interpretation
not done simply for science, but was revenge for out.
I am not by any means satisfied, for instance,
that the interpretation placed by Jung on myths is any
rage transmuted to the good of mankind. The warning
ing is : Mix your motives.
more than correct as far as it goes; arid I am disposed

to think that it does not go far enough. His reduction
for example, of a whole group of myths to the
“incest” motive, even in the light of his definition of
incest as the “backward urge into childhood,” appears
to me to give us only a partial truth, an aspect of
truth.
For there is a sense in which an “urge into
childhood is not backward but forward, not a regression
into an old but a progression into a new
childhood
Unless ye become as little children, ye can in
no wise enter the Kingdom of Heaven.” “Incest”
is
a strictly improper term to apply to such a transformation;
the new birth might suit the case better. Mr.
Mead is naturally inclined to take the same view. The
interpretations
of psycho-analysis
carry
us back,
he
suggests,
to the lesser mysteries;
but they need
to be “elevated,”
in
the
Thomist
sense,
in
order
to carry
us back
to
the greater.
So
long as it confines itself to the body psycho-analysis
must plainly be confined to the lesser mysteries; for
the lesser mysteries are all concerned with
generation
‘The greater mysteries, however, are concerned
with regeneration, and, hence, with the “soul” ; and
even if we assume the soul
to require a body, if the
body is not the physical body, we are outside the region
The psycho-analytic
interpretation
of ordinary generation.
suffers, then, in Mr. Mead’s opinion, from this
confinement of its text to the physical body ; since “the
genuine myth has first and foremost to do with the life
of
the
soul.”
*
Another caution to remember is that reality cannot
be grasped with one faculty or with several; it requires
the whole
Only the whole can grasp the whole. For
this reason it is impossible to “think” reality; the
object of thought may he reality, but all reality is not
to be thought. Similarly, it is impossible to “feel” or
to “will” or to “sense” reality completely. Each of
these modes of experiencing reality reports only a made
of reality, and not the whole of it.Itfollows, in
consequence
that before
we can say certainly
that
a thing
is true-before,
that is, we can
affirm
a reality-it
must not only think true, but feel true, sense true, and
do true. we pragmatic criterion that reports a thing
as true because it works may be contradicted by the
intellectual criterion that reports a thing as true
because
it “thinks” true;
and when these both agree
in
their report, their common conclusion may fail to be
confirmed by the criterion of feeling that reports a
thing to be true only when it “feels” true. It is, I
believe, from an appreciation of the many-sided nature
of truth, and consequently, from an appreciation
of
the many faculties required to grasp it, that the value
set by the world on commonsense is derived.
Commonsense
is the community of the senses or faculties; it is,
in its outcome, the agreement of their reports.
A
thing is said to be commonsense when it satisfies the
heart, the mind, the emotion, and the senses; when,
in fact, it satisfies all our various criteria of reality.
Otherwise a statement may be logical, it may be pleasing
it may be practical, it may be obvious
but only
when it is all is it really commonsense.
***
Even so, however I am not sure that with all our
present faculties, however developed and harmonised
we can ever arrive at reality. It may be that in the
natural order of things, humanity implies by
definition
a certain state of ignorance;
and that this state
is only to be transcended by the over-passing of the
“human”
condition. Psycho-analysis
is still only at
the beginning of its discoveries, but
on the very
threshold we are met by the problem of the nascent or
germinal faculties of the mind. Are there in the subconscious, “yearning
to mix themselves
with life,”
faculties for which “humanity” has not yet developed
end-organs? If this be so, as our fathers have told us,
it appears to me that the next step in evolution is to
develop them
R. H. C.

The

Tragic

Individual,

By Janko Lavrin
I.
The real growth of the individual may be measured
by the growth of his spiritual needs and demands in
so far as the latter are organic and not mechanically
imposed from without by books by society, or by
education.
All that is imposed on him is not more
organic than the dress he wears-with
this difference
however, that the worn-out dress one can cast away
far
more easily than worn-out
schemes, principles
and
“golden rules” in which our life is fettered. And
indeed, mechanical rules of life have concealed
life
itself, so that we live more for the sake of rules than
for the sake of life. That is why we are more and
more losing
living
ideas,
living ideals and-living
souls.
That is why there are so many “educated”
and so fey cultivated people;
we have almost no
original, creative individualities,
and,
at
the same
time, too many manufactured
‘respectable
members.
of human society” who resemble each other as closely
as impressions of the same cliche
Consequently, the struggle for real growth and for
the real attainment of life usually begins with the
struggle
against
all
the
mechanical
principles,
ideologies and “golden rules,” which hat-e been
imposed
a
priori. And this may be a titanic task indeed
-something
like the cleansing of Augeas’ stables by
Hercules-if we recall that the history of human
‘‘principles
ideas
and ideologies
is
chiefly
the history
of
everlasting self-deception designed to mask the naked
Reality and to make it comfortable.
That is the
reason why the conscious destruction of all these
“well-intentioned’
veils requires
a great
spiritual
honesty (and this is the rarest honesty!), a great
daring
and a great cruelty towards one’s self.
For--the
naked Reality may be as dangerous as the head of
Medusa : many who look on it are changed to stone;
others saw themselves
by “idealistic”
lies ; others
arrive at an ascetic despising of the world and life
those, however who are strong enough to, penetrate
the great void without being crushed by it-only those
can attain that creative idealism, the aim of which is
not to mask reality but to transvalue and to transmuteit consciously by the individual will.
Thus we get two kinds of idealism with a different
even opposed, psychology.
A sentimental, a naive
(in
the style of the famous Dr. Pangloss), or a “romantic”
pseudo-idealist
conception
falsifies reality
and take.;
refuge in illusory values, while a creative or tragic
idealist takes the naked Life and Reality in the
same
manner as a sculptor takes his formless clay in
order
to transform it by his creative will into eternal
Beauty
Thehe “idealisation’ ’ of reality -by weaklings is
nothing
but a cowardly although
sometimes
a very
clever
flight from it, while transvaluation is a tragic
duel
with reality in the name of its conscious
transformation
But in order to transform it one must first know it.
In other words : only that individual has the righ to
transvalue who is daring enough to take-like
Atlas
the burden of unmasked truth and knowledge on his
shoulders.
And such a transvaluer laughs
at all the
comfortable “ideals” preached by good
philistines as
well as at
all other fashionable refuges from
Reality
above all at the so-called Epicureanism
and
Aestheticism
In another place ( “Dolstoyevsky and Modern Art’
the difference has been pointed out between
Aesthetic
and Tragic Art; and from the mere definition
of
them
it results that the latter might be equalIy well
designated
as heroic art.
In the same manner the
tragic
idealist can be defined as heroic (not ‘‘romantic
in so far as he is strong
enough to struggle
with
Reality without resorting to any comfortable
pseudoidealistic
Epicurean
or
Esthetic
subterfuges.

II
Such a tragic individual belongs to the future. And
he will bring new beauty into life. For real and
sublime beauty is peculiar to the tragic as “prettiness”
is peculiar to the Aesthetic. Our life is poor and ugly,
because there are so many unhappy and so few tragic
individuals.
We are not great enough for tragedy
which alway raises, while unhappiness (as well as
happiness) often abases. ’The downfall of an unhappy
man is pitiful and usually repulsive, while the catastrophe
of a tragic type is sublime and beyond our pity.
Even the ugliest sins are beyond ugliness and vulgarity
in so far as they are tragic: between the convulsive
debauchery of a tragic sinner who endeavours in vain
to drown his desperate and disillusioned craving for
purity, and the vuIgar and cowardly depravity of the
average philistine (or an aesthete’‘) there is an infinite
distance.
In general, a tragic individual is, in essence, the
most radical negation of any spiritual philistinism! as
well as of all those aspects of it which are disguised in
‘‘idealistic”
and especially
in seductive aesthetic
garb.
For the self-styled Aestheticism is-in spite of
all its anti-philistine utterances--a
typical child of
philistinism; it is a child of pretentions and posing
philistinism with its superficial worship of form, as well
as with its tendency either to-ignore all spiritual problems or to abase them to a mere aesthetic flirtation and
to jeux de mots.
The
‘well-intentioned”
pseudo-idealism
falsifies
reality in the name of personal comfort, while
Epicureanism
and Astheticism
accept
on principle
only those
aspects of life which can be changed into means for
personal
(egotistic)
Hedonism.
Hence,
the entire
trinity is equally slfish and even more cowardly and
dishonest than a sincere philistinism.
which openly
ignores all spiritual interests, and lives only its busy,
senseless existence, enveloped in golden rules like a
leper in festive clothes.
III
It is interesting that hedonistic individuals predominate
in the epochs of spiritual poverty and decay; on
the other hand, the tragic type is characteristic
of
those periods when the cultural
strain
and energy reach
their acme. Hedonism is a child of poverty of life
which desires to appear rich, while the tragic character
is a result of abounding forcer, of a superfluity of will
and life.
The will for quiet comfort and fur quiet small
pleasures
seems to be stronger in mankind than the will
for creative power ’The prevailing of the first will
ever the second finds its expression in Hedonism,
while the prevailing of the second will over the first
presents the typical mark
of a tragic individual.
Now, most of the existing “ideals” and ideologies tend
in the direction of the first ,and not of the second will.
One has falsified all values in order to adapt them to
this direction, and, of course, it has succeeded beyond
measure
Even the lofty ideal of Christ (which in its
essence is an ideal for the strongest) became purely
hedonistic in the bands of weaklings, who changed it
to into trade with God-into a selfish hope for the reward
of all “good deeds” with accumulated interest
of
course), and for eternal enjoyment in the world beyond
it became a sanction of weakness and of transcendental

in blood. the naked Reality showed its Medusa head
and changed one part of mankind into stone, another
into beasts, another into helms.
And it is possible
that this total catastrophe of all our former values will
give birth to the true transvaluer, i.e., to the tragic
individual.
The time is perhaps not far off when he
will come and sweep away, like a raging wind, the rest
of our- hedonistic “ideals” arid subterfuges, our lies
our
miserable
sins and still more miserable virtues.

Art

Notes.

By B. H. Dias
At
The
ALPINE
Club
Gallery
Tim Friday Club gives us an excellent show There
is a prevalent impression of clean paint.
I think
nearly two-thirds of the exhibits may be worth
individual
attention; and such a percentage must be
admitted
as
unusually
high. One cannot claim for them
origination, but the member are alert, the influences
arc creditable for the must part, and (let me repeat it
with emphasis), they have, in the main, learned to
paint with clean pint, arid in this virtue can give;
points to most rival organisations.
If we are to attribute
the work
to
its very
possible
and plausible
sources it must be done seriatim :Dorothy
Brett,
“ Umbrellas, ” Renoir-Rousseau
blended in bright tin tonalities ; Adam Slade,
“Dyfferyn
” Innes
rather poor Innes ; Milne “Burial, ‘’
what bastard of Matisse ! ; Woestyne ne, “Etude,” soft
. but clean Renoir with Maeterlinckian pallor ; Kauffer,
‘“Tugboat,” Nevinson at his worst, a work which
shows
to better advantage
when reproduced
in
“Colour” ; Gilman, “Landscapet” a relapse on himself
McNaught
pleasant;
C.
Doyle, “Two Rudders,”
clean, good sensible, hard edges, paint well put on, no
’hesitations, smears or smudges, uniform quality and
care over all the surface; H. Dacye, (‘Baby,’’ we
presume Mary Cassatt,
plus cream ices ; Maresco
Pearce, “Rain,” in pointillisme gone sadly to seed ;
Miss Mathers “Cornfield , ” clean water-colour, better
than the horticultural exhibit in Bond Street.
RI. Ellis, lithograph, amusing, and rather good.
Mary McCrossen, “Snow Peaks, ” simple treatment,
and deserves better place than in the crook of the
stairs ; RI. Jones pleasant lithograph ; Wagemans
“Nu,”
Sickert pallidified ; Kauffer Woodcut
here
the disciple of Nevinson bobs up again as a disciple of
Wadsworth ; P. Nash, Illustration
to ‘Tiriel’ ”
Blake really this sort of thing might be Ieft to the
late W. Blake himself among whose distinguished
remains there are already a sufficient number of
botches ; R. Schwabe
“L. Carruthers,” meritorious
Slade; J. Nash in “Purlieus of a City,” is found
retaining
himself.
P. Nash tries to take a farewell in
Gertler tries for an exit in “Figure
Lake
Maiden
Studies” (6o), and might be allowed to disappear on
this title; in “66” he does very poor Gaudier-Brzeska
in 72 we find the raised arm spherical triangle motif as
from Gaudier-Brzeska.
M. Jeffereys Tamise,”
good of its school tone
quality of excellent slabs of biscuit glace A. Slade,
“Downs”
(75), Fry, rather sub-Fry ; E. Walker
“Card Table,” curious reminiscence of the “Eighties.”
J. Nash, Viaduct
tries to convince us that the Nash
family deteriorate. It is remarkable that men on warHedonism
Hence, the tragedyof our epoch is that there are no
work have time to do anything, and one shouId not
tragic
individuals
we are too poor for them, and too
count a temporary slump too seriously.)
H. Squire
much attached
to our ideological shelters where we live
sub-Innes,
in “Undermillbeck”
; Walker, “Bouquet,”
daubing foulnessof life with a11 possible
progressive
in mud : M McDowell “Conversation” with Nature,’’
colourssothat it looks as motley as the rags of
clean, bright colour in other respects, sub-John :
a clown Nevertheless,
the terrible world-catastrophe
Nevinson February
excellent bit of work of simple
pre-Whistlerian
period. In “Estuary” he is clean in
seemsto have at least changed partly our psychology
“Boat: Race” he is at his very bad worst, Allinson, in
hin this respect. Many comfortable old illusions have
been destroyed during the last four years; many
“Quai de la Poissoniere,” shows exceeding bad Nevin
philistine“ideals” and ideologies have been drowned
son; Mrs. N. M. Summers’ “Group” is the last gasp

of Johnism
a superultimate diliquidation Bevan appears
just where we so amiably left him at the last
“London Group” ; Allinson, “Bedford
Music Hall,”
without significance ; Mrs. Summers’
“Child
with
Straight
Cut Fringe, ” a quite meritorious
portrait
more Mrs. Summers
than John ; Hobart-Hampton,
‘‘Wall Decoration,”
orientalism
with the reason for
existence removed ; Strang, “Armentiers,”
etching in
soft blacks, not unpleasing ; E. White, “Orchard and
HiIls,”
as was Nash ;
K. Baynes “Landscape,”
cleanly done; Gertler, “Fruit Stall,”
a relapse;
E.
White “Stone-Breaker, ” Puvis pietism of
countenance
T. T. Baxter, “Study
of Fox Terrier.”
Mr.
Baxter has beer, looking at Sotatsu’s “Puppy
with
Convolvulus,” and has profited to some extent, more
in this study than in No. 119, but he has still something
from Sotats’.
‘ to learn
To continue : K. Baynes “Landscape”
(4), highshine tin-plate ; E. McNaught “Watching the
Fishermen
John figures strayed
into an Innes background
;
“The Meeting,” last difluxion of John. J. Nash has
lost some of his individuality, but manages atmosphere
in both the Black Park pictures.
H. Daye has not
smudged
in “Girl. ”
GertIer, “Still
Life," mild ,
endeavour to “cube”
a la Derain or Laurencin.
M.
James, “Lithograph Fan,” pleasant Boutet de
Monville
; Gwendolen Schwabe,
Rotten Row,” tailor and
cutter.
R., Kristian, “Drawing”
(71)~ the weakest
pseudo-Picasso
I
can
remember.
Maresco Pierce,
14Summer, 1913,” still pale pointillisme . . .
A quoi pensent les jeunes gens? ’This show fairly
answers the question, though some of the exhibitors are
no longer in the first gay flush of leaping adolescence.
My brief analysis of influences need not be taken for
too severe a disparagement.
All artists begin by
imitating something or other or by “being influenced. ”
The significant thing about this group is that it is
influenced by distinctly contemporary forces.
If it is
riot a hand of masters it is, at any rate, a group
concerned
with art in the making, with the live matter, not
with an atrophy of the taste, sense, and the senses.
It is nearly, perhaps wholly, free of the El Greco
craze; it is not utterly set and anchored.
It is, on the;
other hand, absolutely un-futurist,
in the sense that
there is (in this exhibit, at least) no trace either of
Balla or of Severini, or of any distinctly futurist
theories.
If the French and English influences arc
not exactly in balance, they are very nearly in balance..
The Slade school, Innes and John, do not dominate,
they are, on the contrary, rather submerged in a flow
of Parisian moderation.
’The “stunts” of Les
Independents
are toned down, there
are none of the
surprises
which one had six or seven years ago in the long
sheds by the left bank of the Seine. Matisse’s definite
revelations of colour value have been more or less
applied, digested, and distributed. The kind of
miscoloration
coloration that we still see in art vendors windows of
the more conservative sort does not flourish here
Impossible values as practised by the post-Landseer
post-pre-Raphaelites
and.
even
post-Manet
periods
have at last been clone away, or almost done away,
with. Photographism on the one hand, and the almost
equally
meticulous
literalism
in the treatment
of
minutiae of light, have given way to the more modern
emphasis, on the synthetic.
There are, doubtless, many people still alive (I heard
specimens conversing at the “Gardens of England and
Italy” show who would find some of the Friday Club
products “startling. ” But any one who has followed
current work; any one who has even glanced at a few
numbers of “Les Soirees de Paris,” will see that this
group of painters is simply in the current of the time
moving with the current, pleasantly, and with that
placidity which is the normal mark of the painting
nature.
They must not be attacked as fumistes, or
as a dangerous revolution

Views

and

Reviews.

THE ‘RIGHT
TO
BE WRONG.
It is to be regretted that Dr. Peake has not taken his
sub-title‘; seriously, and stated the problem of the
conscientious
objector; for it is a problem as old as
Christianity
and in its historical
form
of the
Church
v.
State
controversy, it has been historically decided in
favour of the State.
The whole question
is so
obviously a. question not of right principles but of right
practice that the real problem of the conscientious
objector is to prove that his conscience is a clearer and
surer guide to conduct than is what we may call the
general sense of the community
I do not ask him to
prove that conscience is infallible; I ask him only to
prove that it is more sure in its choice of means than
is ordinary judgment.
It is precisely that which he
does not do, and which no one of his defenders whose
works I have read attempts to do for him. I remarked
at the time when I wrote at length on this subject that
every one of the defenders of the, conscientious objector,
Professor Gilbert Murray, Mrs. Hobhouse Dr. Meyer,
Mr Henry Nevinson, and, finally Lord Hugh Cecil,
declared that they did not agree with the conscientious
objector, that, on the contrary, they thought that he
was definitely wrong in his judgment of this war. Dr.
Peak is equally emphatic on the point; he does not
share the views of the conscientious objectors,. he only
sympathises
with the victims. But behind this (sympathy
which takes the form of an elaborate
endorsement
of Mrs. Hobhouse’s “Appeal
to Casar,”
there is
the determination to “further the cause,” as Dr. Peake
puts it in his preface,-to assert the right of conscience:
presumably to over-ride the law of the land. The
difficulty is, I repeat, that-the problem is not clearly
stated, and therefore, remains unsolved ; the assumption
throughout the book is that although the
conscientious
objectors are wrong, they ought to be treated as
though they were right, lest a precedent be established
in favour of the argument that conscience is a less
reliable guide in human affairs than is the general
sense of the community.
Dr. Peake is concerned
to
maintain the right of conscience to disobey the law of
the land because. it may be necessary at some future
time for the Free Churches to justify their action by
the argument ; the- statement is explicit : “I specially
appeal to those who have fought the battle of freedom
and progress in the past, and who hope to fight it
again urging them nut to scrap their principles for the
duration of the war,” etca
But a problem is not solved by the assertion of its
political importance, or its value to a political party :
it is only stated in the terms of politics. The assertion
therefore,
is that there is a political party which
holds the principle that it is right to disobey the law
of the land at the dictation of conscience although the
la^ of the land may be just and conscience may be
wrong or misguided.
Dr. Peake holds the view that
this war is a just war; apparently, he holds the view
that the Military Service Acts are necessary to the
prosecution of a just war, for the main burden of his
complaint is that the conscientious objectors have been
deprived of the rights granted them by those Acts; he
alos says : “Of course, I ani not asserting any infallibility
for
conscience.
In its decisions there is an intellectual
as well as a moral element.
For while
conscience
makes no error in its inexorable demand
that
a man shall follow the right., men of equal sincerity
will often differ in their decision as to what the right
course is. Conscience may be weak and morbid, it
* “ Prisoners
of Hope:
The Problem of the
Conscientious
Objector.” By Arthur s‘. Peake, M.A. D.D.
(Allen & Unwin. ’IS. 6d. net.)

may be healthy and robust; But the strong must
show tender regard for the timid scruples of the weak
and abstain from contempt while the weak should as
punctiliously resist their besetting temptation
to pass
censorious judgment on the conduct of the strong. And
each indeed, should be led by the attitude of the other
to scrutinise afresh his own position.”
I do no injustice
to Dr. Peake’s argument,
therefore,
when
I say
that it asserts the right of conscience to be wrong, that
his principle really is that the State has no right to
compel obedience to a just law if the objection to it is
conscientiously
held.
I leave the moral consequences
of this principle
which exempts
the conscientious objector from the
necessity of being right to those who care to play with
it; I am concerned in this article only with its value
as a political principle.
We have to ask ourselves
what sort of society can be founded on the assertion of
a right to be wrong. It is obvious that no society
could be founded on the principle; even The Little
Commonwealth
did
not begin
until
the children
gathered together
and passed
some general rulespreviously, it was a mere pandemonium.
We have to
consider, then, what society may become if this
principle
is
developed. Obviously, being a principle, the
right of being wrong cannot he denied to anybody; it
is not a monopoly of the Free Churches but a right
inherent
in
every
individual. The onlycertainty of conscience
is its
intensity
of conviction;
that intensity
of
conviction is at its maximum before the investigation of
the facts, people are more sure of their judgments
before than after they examine the evidence for them,
just as everybody believes in God. until he tries to
define what he means by God. We have therefore,
to imagine a society in which intensity of conviction is
at a premium: and although the judgments of
conscience
are
never
free
from
intellectual
elements, yet
they will not be complicated by any examination of
evidence;‘so help me God
said the bewildered judge
in the story, “I will never listen to evidence again.”
But we need not imagine such a society; it actually
exists.
It is true that the members of this society are
called lunatics, but no one can deny their intensity of
conviction, or shake their faith that they ‘are God or
King George or the Kaiser, or that they are made of
glass, or have clockwork inside them which has been
grievously disturbed
by the introduction
of summertime
Some of them attest the sincerity of their
conviction
by going again and
again
to
the asylum
to
which a brutal and tyrannous State consigns them; it
is true that their judgments are wrong, but that they
have the right to hold their opinions unmolested no
one who denies the right of the State to compel a man
to act against his conscience can deny. For obviously
it does not matter whether we assert that conscience is
fallible or infallible; if we assert that any man has the
right to hold wrong opinions, and that no one has the
right to over-ride them, the lunatic has as much right
to be at large as has the conscientious objector. For
the conscientious objector fails in exactly the same
particular
as the lunatic; he fails to perceive the necessary
conditions of existence, and to make the appropriate
re-actions to them. The preference of logic before life
is the description, if riot the definition, of the paranoiac,
the man who suffers as acutely as any conscientious
objector can do from the, conviction that there is a
Conspiracy to persecute him. It becomes more apparent
the more
we are assured that the conscientious
objectors are sincere, and that their convictions are
not to be changed either by reason or by experience,
that we are dealing not with a problem of morals, not
4th a problem of politics, but with a problem of
insanity; and the so-called right of conscience is no
more and no less than the right to make social action
impossible, and individual action incalculable.
A. E. R.

Reviews.
A

Dying Empire.
By Bogumil
Preface by T. P. O’Connor, M.P.
Unwin, Ltd. 4s. 6d. net.)

Vosnjak, LL.D.
(George Allen &

In so far as Dr. Vosnjak is urging the dismemberment
of Austria-Hungary
in order that the small nationalities
and races within the Empire may have freedom for their
individual political development,
he is preaching
in
this country at least, to the converted.
His historical
analysis of the political situation after the Holy Roman
Empire (ch. ii and iii) is well done, and his references
to Naummn’s “Central Europe
(ch. iv and v) show
that he realises the economico-political dangers which
would result from the carrying out of this proposal
Unfortunately,
in Central Europe, as elsewhere, it is
apparent-at
any rate, for
the time being-that
the
German plans are powerful simply because their
opponents
have not been able to decide upon a joint counterplan
Dr. Vosnjak has in mind a united Yugoslavia
with a great future :Jugoslavia,
with
her
twelve
million
Serbians,
Croatians,
and Slovenes, scattered upon a territory
which can feed the population of a Great Power, will,
in the hierarchy of States, come just after Italy. . . .
The leading aim will be the full assimilation of the
political methods and the chief political
rules
of
Western civilisation.
. . . The great‘ importance of
Jugoslavia will be as an exporter of Western models
to the Balkans and the East. Yugoslavia will be the
most Western State at the gates of the East. It will be
no longer a Balkan State; for that reason it will have a
privileged position with regard to Balkan States, which
will receive through its medium the patterns of modern
civilisation.
(Pp. 132-3.)
There is a great deal more of this; all very, sound in
its way as an ideal But how will this State get on
with its neighbours?
With Hungary,
one gathers,
none too well. The Magyar statesman Count Andrassy,
quoted by the author of this book, said that the PanSlav State would be, “a meteor passing through the
heaven of Europe, causing fire and destruction
But,
adds Dr. Vosnjak :A Pan-Slav State of the Andrassy type would be madness
but Jugoslavia, independent
of all foreign
influence
and only strong
by her own national strength,
is a far more dangerous conception for the Magyar
usurpers
(P.
144.)
.
These sentiments
do
not bespeak harmony ; but
without joint act ion , which necessarily pre-supposes
harmony, if not actual unity, it will be difficult for the
smaller nations of Central Europe to confront
much
less to hold in check, politically and economically, the
great German “bloc” with which they will have to deal.
Further, the final German arbitrament
is the sword,
not the law How can the Magyar, Slav, Polish, and
Bohemian States become organised for war ? Have
they the minerals for making iron arid steel, and the
subsequent means of turning iron and steel into guns?
Can they organise themselves economically for war as
well as politically? We confess we see few signs of
even political co-operation among these smaller nations
in
the Austrian Empire.
Congresses
and fraternal
sentiments are useless unless they can be translated into
action.
‘That much, at all events, German:; has taught
the world, To only one other point would we draw
attention
There is a reference
on pp. 46-47 to
economic organisations
: “There was in the AustroHungarian Empire an Austro-German economic
system
and a Czech, a Polish,
a Magyar, a Jugoslav
separate economic system, the one fighting against the
other. . . . That is the creed of Austrian nationsthrough
economics to political success.” This is an
alarming
symptom.
It is clear that the more- these
parties fight against one another, the easier will it he
for the Germans to deal with each of them separately.

Pastiche.
Money
TALKS
THE British Sovereign lay gleaming prominently
in
the centre of a pile of miscellaneous money-both metal
and paper-the golden, undisputed, but somewhat
embarassed
monarch
of
all
he
surveyed.
His presence there mas evidently regarded as an
unusual event, for A close observer could easily detect
that the lesser coins were jingling in their excitement,
and that even the notes--especially the pound and tenshilling varieties-showed
signs
of an apprehensive
fluttering among themselves. The crowd of coppers on
the outskirts of the throng jostled each other in their
eagerness to catch a glimpse of their Sovereign while
the crowns and half-crowns tried to look appropriately
solemn .
‘‘ Glad to see you back again,” piped up a nimble
sixpence. He was speaking out of his turn, it is true
but as the majority of the restseemed to be too awestruck
to say anything at all, the little fellow’s
intrusion
was welcomed as a positive relief by most of them.
Why
it must be-over three years since we saw you
last,” continued the sixpence.
‘( They tell us you’re,
been interned all this time.
I call it a shame. For
everybody knows there’s nobody more patriotic than
you.
A couple
of extremely elderly shillings
endeavored to (‘ cover ” their poor bat talkative relation
at this juncture, and the sixpence was so overcome with
confusion that he hardly knew what to do. So he sat
on a threepenny-bit.
A crisp pound-note curled himself up at the corners
superciliously, and was heard to mutter that the small
change should be taught to mind their place.
Hear, hear ! ” cried a greasy-backed ten-shilling
specimen, his junior.
‘( They most certainly should.
When the Sovereign’s equals are present, who are worth
forty any day of the upstart who has just spoken, it is
coming to something to have to sit and listen to such
audacity.’
,
I‘ Paper! ” yelled a brazen-faced penny from the outer
edge of the circle. ‘‘ Chuck ’em out. They only came
A- rush was made in the direction of
in
with paper
the interrupter
but he rolled away before anybody
could capture him.
“It’s a very good job the quid was interned,” went
on the pound-note, in an angry disrespectful tone
‘I He’s always- been a danger and a temptation to the
community. People would do anything for gold
Look
how crime’s decreased since he’s been banished. In fact,
you’re all a temptation. I’d intern the lot of you. Why
can’t you all be paper
‘‘ Oh, chase me. I’m a sheet of foolscap !” shouted a
cranky-eyed farthing
who locked as though he’ had
been in the fire
I don’t believe in depreciating the value of any of
our friends
interposed a bright silver-tongued florin,
spinning himself into the middle of the disputants
but I must say how jolly it- is to behold our beloved
Sovereign once more. Others may attain a very high
watermark of excellence, but there is only one who
possesses your Majesty’s sterling qualities. May I ask ,
sire. if you intend to make a long stay with us?”
Well, to tell you the truth,” answered the returned
exile, speaking for the first time, “I shouldn’t be here
at all by rights. You see, when my group was called
up, I happened to be staying with an old man who had
several like me, and parted with them ’one by one in
exchange for such trumpery bits of paper as we see
around us now.” (Here the poiinit-notes fairly rustled
with rage.) “ But somehow he took a sort of fancy
to me, and said he would stick to me for luck. Re hid
me at the bottom of a big box, and for over two years
I did not see the light of day. Sometimes, at dead of
night, when all the others were safe in bed, the old
man would come with a candle, unlock the box lift
off the old clothes he had loaded on top of me, and take
me out and fondle me lovingly for several minutes,
swearing he would
never lose me, sell me, or forsake
me. Then I was
tucked
up in my corner, and lost to
sight and touch again, perhaps for weeks. It was a
horrible existence. I was losing all my colour, and my
circulation seemed to have stopped for ever. I felt that
I had been imprisoned, and for no fault of my own.

I was no conscientious objector, and I’d much
rather
have been shipped across the seas to help pay for
munitions
or even put on guard dawn in the vaults of the
Bank of England along with the Royal Sovereign
Brigade.
“ But nothing would induce the old man to let me go,
until about a fortnight back he got behindhand with
his rent, The landlord threatened to pitch him out if
he didn’t pay up, and in despair he took me out of
the trunk for the last time, and told me with tears in
his eyes that he’d have to part with rue after all. You
can bet‘ how glad I was I didn’t care where I went
or what I was spent on, so long as I could knock about
the world as I did in the old days. And didn’t the
landlord chuckle when. he saw me?
‘ Good Lord
James !’ says he. ‘ You’re a sight for sore eyes-you
are, indeed. I’ve a good mind to keep yon, my fad;
now I’ve got you And yet I suppose I ought to hand
you over to the authorities.’
(I I-pleaded hard with him not to shut me up alone
again, whatever he did. Said I’d hardly seen any life
yet. He looked a4 my birthmark--1898--saw I was only’
a stripling, and took pity on me. Ah, well!’ says he,
‘you’ll he doing more good with them than you would
with me.’ And with that he just threw me in with the
rest of you. I fancy we’re all booked for the Bank, and
I expect they’ll take me for a deserter and put me in
quod. But I don’t care. I shall be with the boys, and
that’s better than being stuck in a-stuffy old box with
not so much as a mouldy halfpenny to keep me
company. ”
As the British Sovereign finished his recital, an
altercation
was seen to be going on between the revolutionary
tanner who had chipped in first and the two bobs who
had tried to suppress him.
“The five-pound notes ought to be called up, too,”
asserted the fierce little sixpence. (( Why should they
be allowed to take all the gold in the country and letthe paper go scot-he?”
‘( Order, order ! ” drawled a pompous four-shilling
piece, the only one of the party. ‘‘ That sixpence should
not have been let in here at all. Look at his fact.”
My face may be a trifle on the plain side retorted
the rebel, “ but thank God I’m not cracked
This
sally had the effect of silencing the silver
"cab-wheel
who was, with good reason, suspected of being a
(‘crook.”
The “fivers” were, of course, far too superior to mix
themselves up in the quarrels of the Bob and Tanner
families, and were certainly not going to say anything
in favour of their shady champion,
the four-shilling
piece.
So they lay quite still and stared up at the
ceiling.
“ I’m sure we should only be too delighted to act as
substitutes
if they were called up
insinuated
the
greasy-backed half -quid.
Thank you for nothing,” said a “ fiver,” betrayed
for a moment into wrath. (‘It would take ten of your
kind to replace one of us We represent the flower of
the realm.”
(( What about the fruit 3” asked the brazen-faced
penny (who had popped up again), with an impertinent
chink.
“ Fruit, fruit ! ” snapped the “ fiver,”
indignantly
it I’m no fruit.
Where’s the fruit?
What fruit?
Your
date, \ ducky,”
replied
the penny
and
scooted ” for his life.
-At this there was a roar of rejoicing from nearly the
whole table. The baser metal guffawed loudly, as was
only natural ; the shillings clinked together in
their
glee; the stern half-crowns for once forgot their dignity
the paper money was wreathed and crinkled in smiles
it almost seemed as though the “fivers ”
themselves
had let their features relax for a brief second or
two
(‘ Well, that’s a good ’un, at any rate,” remarked the
Sovereign, his shining countenance sending forth
beams
of enjoyment. ‘I I must remember that one to
spring
on the other fellows at the Bank.”
‘‘ Lucky to beyou observed a diminutive threepenny
bit. ‘( Wish I could have a nice quiet time in the Bank.
Ours is a hard life.”
“ Why, what on earth does a tiny mite like you
for a living?” inquired the Sovereign.
‘‘ Oh, I‘m generally small change all the week a
then dropped into the collection bag at church on Sun-

day. Ever find yourself in the bag on a Sunday:
morning
Never,”
answered
the
Sovereign,
emphatically.
Nor in the evening. I’ve been put to some queer
uses in my time, but strangely enough I’ve always
managed to dodge church.’’
(‘ That’s odd,” said the threepenny-piece.
“ I go
every week. Curious company, too, at times-buttons,
acid-drops and things like that. Come to think of it,
can’t say I ever met anybody like you there.”
“No, and I expect it would only be a mistake on
somebody’s part if you ever did,” said the Sovereign.
‘( But talking about churches, if I should chance to
come across any of you again, I must tell you of a funny
thing that happened to me one night when I was in
the pocket of a highly respected churchwarden You’d
die laughing. ”
“Why not tell it nom?” put in an inquisitive half
penny
I think not,” replied the Sovereign.
Some
of
you are too young. Besides, I hear somebody coining
along to put us in our bags fur the Rank.
Another
time.)’
H. RICHARDS.

THE SEARCH.
JOY fled me when I sought
To find his dwelling-place,
Through lanes with lovers’ laughter
In quiet wood and thronging street
I heard the tripping of his feet,
But could not see his face.

sweet,

He ’scaped me when I thought
his\ fleeting form to hold,
When from a maiden’s eyes there shone
Such love as maidens give to one
And one alone, but he was gone
Ere half our love was told.
When blubells in the wind
Shook gaily, and the spring
Smiledon the hills, in every tree
Whose boughs were laced with melody,

In
I

every meadow flowering
free
heardhis
laughterring

But nowhere could I find
Joy that my heart did crave,
Until one day, when all the air
Was keen with frost, Time led me where
Joy that my heart did crave,
Sat Sorrow on his grave.
D. R. GUTTERY.
LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR.

PRINCE LICHNOWSKY AND THE I.L.P.
Sir,-When THE New AGE commends me, I find myslef
exclaiming,
“Rave
I
said anything
amiss?”
I
do not deserve your qualified praise. You state that
the Lichnowsky memorandum
has caused me to alter
my view of-the responsibility for the war, and allege
that I have maintained ‘‘ with singular pertinacity . . .
that England was as much to blame far it as Prussia.”
I have not changed this view, for I never held it. I
have again and again declared that Sir Edward Grey,

so far from being guiltyof the war, did all in his power,
with skill and with
perseverance,
to avert it.
For us
in England there was nothing new in the Lichnowsky
material
I welcomed it only because it must do good
in
Germany. The only criticism I ever made of Sir

E.

Grey's conduct
of the

negotiations
in 1914 was that

t he might havedone more to restrain the Russians from
a general mobilisation. I have withdrawn that
criticism
since
the Sukhomlinoff
trial
prived
that
the
Russians
deceived their Allies as well as the Germans

over their
view of

mobilisation.

origins the war differs from yours
chiefly
in this,thatI
regardit in its
inception
as a
Russo-German
war. I
holdthat the war party round
the Tsar wasto blameas well as the Kaiser and his
entourage.
It is
hardly worth
h discussing which of two

My

the

*-war parties was the more to blame. To my thinking,
,$he Serbian murders, the Pan-Slavist plans to break

up Austria, the Russian passion for
Constantinople
and,
above
all,
the hasty
Russian
mobilisation
were all prime causes of the war no less than
the deliberate resolve of the Kaiser either to humiliate
Russia (if she was unready) or to defeat her (if she
elected to fight). No paper save the “ Nation ” has, I
notice, reproduced
the latest Russian revelation.
In
February, 1914, the Russian Council of Ministers
decided
in favour of a landing at Constantinople,
to cope
with German designs there, well knowing that this
must lead to a European war. It began to prepare,
but Germany moved first. I never disputed or
minimised
the guilt
of the German war party. The tragedy
was that Bethmann-Hollweg-’s eleventh-hour
impulse
of moderation came too late, and that Sukhomlinoff
played into the hands of the Potsdam clique.
The case which I and others of the I.L.P. have urged
against British diplomacy is not that it made the war
(only ignorant prejudice could say that), but that it
had so conducted our affairs that we were maneuvered
unwillingly into taking our part with Russia in a RussoGerman Eastern quarrel. Prince Lichnowsky evidently
regards Belgium (as I do) as a secondary cause of our
participation.
We could have saved Belgium, if we
had cared to concentrate on that issue. Our
commitments
ments to France forbade that.
As to these
commitments
contended
(I) that their secrecy was
objectionable;
(2) that,
being vague
and unformulated,
they
were more dangerous than a straightforward alliance,
because they made tis an incalculable factor in the
balance of power; and (3) that any commitment to
France was apt to become at the same time a commitment
&
Russia. From 1907 onwards I protested against
our quasi-alliance with Russia, not merely because it
gave Tsardom a new lease of life, but also because the
Russia of those days was bound to be a weak, unstable,
and yet, an aggressive partner. I never took the noninterventionist view of the older Liberals, but I steadily
opposed our risky association with Russia, as Juares
for the same reasons opposed the Franco-Russian
alliance
The Lichnowsky document was a salutary
corrective
to German Anglophobia,
but it was history seen
like most English commentaries,
from the longitude
of Greenwich- This war was hatched between Petrograd
and Berlin. To sum up, I am not and never was proGerman or anti-English;
I was, and in retrospect am,
anti-Tsarist.
My thesis is that Russia (not England
was to blame as well (I mill not say “ as much ”) as
Prussia.
H. N. Brailsford
I)**
Painted
DRAGONS.
Sir,-You reviewer’s impatience is ominous ; it may
possibly be shared by your readers and by yourself.
I take warning; I shall be brief.
The speech of the President of the Law Society-now
in pamphlet form-disposes
of the issue between me
and your long-suffering ’reviewer.
I hope he is not
more Royalist than the King.
Mr. Garrett says :‘‘ Our professional organisation and our system of
administration have resulted in a lamentable want of
sympathy between the public and the profession.” The
description applies equally to India and the United
States. It does not apply to France. M. Faquet’s
discontent
does
not
make a winter.
It is not irrelevant to mention., in condition
that
Lord Parmoor is alarmed at Mr. Garrett’s demand for
a Ministry of Justice; he. flourishes in the face of the
public (“ Times,” March 8) that dear old dragon droit
administratif,
a more terrible apparition than that on
the Chinese “ flag that braved five thousand years the
battle and the squeeze.” The lethargy of the laity is
being disturbed, and dragon painting is a healthier
symptom than bubble blowing.
One small point remains : I am not greedy enough
to-want the best of two good things. I want the best
of two varieties of the same thing-the
French and
German codes. Equity is the spirit of both. The
compliment
to their code mill help to, reconcile the Germans
W. D.
to the conquest of their colonies.
[In consequence of the paper shortage, only a limited
number of the usual half-yearly index are being
printed. A copy will be sent to any reader, post
free, on application to the Manager
38, Cursitor
Street, E.C.-+]

PRESS

CUTTINGS,

Labour he likened to the offensive forces and Capital
to the defensive. Labour demands a share in prosperity
and a voice in the control of industry. It demands not
only a greater return but also a greater power. The
new claims of Labour will have to be faced in the near
future, said Prof. MacIver It is the systems and not
men that are on trial, and the demand has come from
Labour for what may be called industrial democracy.
The present industrial system is essentially oligarchical
in structure, he claimed.
The heart of the present issue, according to Prof.
MacIver is, “ Is Labour to be a commodity, to be
bought and sold like any other, subject to all the vicissitudes
of a mere article of trade, or is Labour to be an
effective partner of Capital, a citizen, and not merely
a subject in the kingdom of industry?” The speaker
did not think there was any third possibility. No mere
schemes of arbitration and conciliation, no systems of
profit-sharing, will heal this great and growing division.
They have been tried and found wanting. In the present
temper of Labour there is not the slightest hope of
success attaching to any scheme for bringing Labour
and Capital into harmony which does not admit Labour
to the same council table with Capital, not merely when
disputes hare already arisen, but all the time.-“
Evening
ing Star,” N.B.
L.-.-.LTHE NEW Age began as a Nonconformist periodical
which depended most for its success on the late Dr.
Berry, a popular minister of Wolverhampton, who wrote
a signed leading article every week. But that did not
save it; Dr. Berry died, and then it passed into the
hands of the late A. E. Fletcher, who had just resigned
the editorship of the “ Daily Chronicle. ” Mr. Fletcher
was a good journalist and a sincere man, but he was
not the man for that particular job, and his proprietorship
was not a long- one. Then it became Socialistic,
and perhaps reached its nadir in this third stage. I
fancy there was a fourth change and then it fell into
the hands of “ live’’ men who were out to make the
thing a success and knew how to do it. They have
succeeded and to-day if you want . literature and ideas
your best bargain is THE New AGE, even at its war
price of sixpence.-&,AN NORTHMAN,in the ‘‘ Sunday
School Chronicle.”
The music critic struggling
with the sweetest
adjectives beloved of Herrick and other poets, is often
tempted to break away from convention and let his
windmill turn in the other direction--i.e. , say what he
thinks.
In “ Music,” in a late March issue of THE New
AGE, Mr. William Atheling writes criticism of a kind
that is rare. We are told one singer “ purred ” through
a number and “ one’s sole desire was to move him with
dynamite. ” Mr. Atheling says neatly ‘‘ damn cadenzas
and his style in brief is so unusual that one is
tempted to ask what he means when he says some
music “ reminds one of nothing so much as too much
underwear and too many waistcoats.” There is a lot of
“much ” about this, and we presume he thinks he is
explaining that some violin-playing is muffled and the
tone bad, but all the same Mr. Atheling israther
refreshing
and apparently
is learning
the Whistlerian
art
of gently making enemies.--“ Musical Standard ”
A type of paper which might have been referred to
is the one which appears without any outside advertisement
-not
even publishers’
lists
being admitted.
I
only know of two such-The NEW AGE and the ‘( War
Cry.” The latter has a circulation of over 300,000, but
as I am not a habitual student of its racy columns I
will not pronounce any opinion upon its probable
influence THE NEW AGE is a journal of another colour
and, knowing all the sixpenny weeklies well, I have
no hesitation in describing it as by far the most original
and brilliant of its class. It is contributed to by the
ablest writers in the kingdom, and what is most curious
is that it pays practically nothing for its articles. Even
Bernard Shaw is glad to write for the love of the cause,

whichis, in the main, Guild
Socialism.
The ablest and
most
penetrating dramatic criticism which appearsin
any paperis
published
in the New Age.It is
extremely
creditable
to the good seneseof the
country that
it
supports
a
paper whichis
independentenoughto
refuse all
advertisements.--"Stirling
Journal"
--

Guild
Principles
in War and Peace.By S.G. Hobson
This book is a
development
of the
thesis of
National Guilds, and the attack on the wage-system
is admirably continued The book is worthy of more
indicate
attention than its small size would seem to
for Mr. Hobson is not only a clear thinkerbut also an
attractive writer.’ The
analysis of the evils in
modern
social structure seems to me to be correct,
although
many details have necessarily to be omitted in a
small
summary.
The central idea is that labour is not a
commodityas the economists have pretended : and it is
shown that labour is not really treated as a commodity
by the managers of labour except w when they are making
up their accounts. It is argued that thereis no reason
why capital should not bear the support
of
labour during
the
maintenance
of a
periods of unemployment : for
reserve of surplus is a distinct advantage to capital
The solution of the difficulty and the cure of the evils
of the wage-system are said to be National Guilds. But
in the constructive part of his thesis the author is not
so persuasive as in the analysis. That is not to say
that he is wrong : the solution he proposes appears to
be on the right lines, but it is undeveloped. The
obstacles are not really faced. It is too easily supposed
that a complete and autonomous industry could be so
organised as not to oppress either those belonging to it
or the general public. But we may wish National Guilds
“God-speed.’
There are too few good ideas in the
world of political and social theory, and as for the
practice of politics-that
is unspeakably obsolete in its
methods.-“
International
Journal of Ethics. ”
A few weeks ago THE NEW AGE criticised the War
Aims of the Labour Party in a very illuminating manner
At the conclusion of the Criticism the critic pointed
to the necessity of industrial organisation to a degree
that approached a complete monopoly of the industry.
Fur even with a Labour Government emancipation
might be as remote as ever if there should be jealousy
and quarrelling among the various unions.
To our
mind it seems quite feasible that such might be the
case. A Labour Government very probably would
advance
some measure
of reform that
was Socialistic
in
nature.
Suppose a proposal .that equal pay should be
the law of the land were to be advanced. Are there not
those influential in certain Trade Unions who would
voice opposition and use the allegiance of the men they
lead to defeat such a measure or to hinder its operation?
Railway
Review.
”
Mr. Carnegie is well ahead of the average opinion in
Canada when he says, “ I believe the way to secure
harmony is by recognising organised Labour and letting
them share in a larger manner the responsibility of the
output, quality, and profits of industry.” When reconstruction comes, it may be found that- the intelligent employees can become also useful employers without
climbing out on the backs of their fellow-workers. The
principle
of representation
in industry need not stop
merely
at
extending
representation
to
the
employees on the production boards.
The gulf between
employers and employees-no great gulf in the opinion
of Mr. David Carnegie-has been in the glorification of
Capital.
Representation
on boards of directors has
hitherto been confined exclusively to the representatives
of Capital. The gulf can be bridged by conceding to
Labour at least some repesentation
on the directors-’
hoards. Labour’s investment in industry is no small
amount of the whole investment.
Its capitalised value
might perhaps be arrived at by regarding the wages of
Labour as, say, 7 per cent. return on that which the
wage-earners invest in industry
their labour.--“ The
Ottawa Citizen. ”

